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TIie present papcr i s  a continuation of a theoretical inresti- 
gation of the stability of the lariinar boundary layer i n  a com- 
pressible puid.  An approrirnate estimate for the minimum 
critical Reynolds number RBcTmfx, or stability lirfiif, is obtained 
i n  terms of the disiribution of the kinematic riscosity and the 
d 2  product of the mean density 7 and mean rorticity -- across the 
dy* 
boundary layer. T'i'ith the help of this estimate for RoCTmin 
i t  !is shown that withdrawing heat from the JtTuid through the 
solid surface increases Re" . and stabilizes the $ow, as 
mix 
compared with the $ow orer a n  inwlated surface at the same 
Jfach number. Conduction of heat to the $uid through the 
solid surface has exactly the oppo.s+te eject. The ralue of RemmlR 
for the insulated surface deueases as the U a c h  number in- 
creases for the case of a uniform free-stream relocity. T?iese 
general conclusions are supplemented by detailed calculations 
of the curres of ware number (inrerse ware length) against 
Reynolds number for the neutral disturbances for 10 representa- 
tire cases of insulated and noninsulaied surfaces. 
So  far as lariinar stability is concerned, a n  impo~tan t  diyer- 
ence exists between the case of a mbsonic and supersonic free- 
strearn celocity outside the boundary layer. The neutral 
boundary-layer disturbances that are significantfor laminar sta- 
bility die out exponentially with distance from the solid surface; 
therefore, the phase relocity e* o j  these disturbances i s  subsonic 
-
relatire to the free-stream relocity u,*-or u,*- c * < p, 
- 
u * 
where i s  the local sonic relocity. T h e n  2$=Afo<l 
an 
(where 31" is free-strcarn Mach number), i t  fn>lows that 
0 5 c* Se*,,, and any  laroinar boundary-1ayerJtTozo i s  ult'irfiately 
unstable at sujic*lenfly high Reynolds nurnbers because of the 
destabilizing action of ~{scosity near the solid surface, as 
explained by Prandtl-for the incompressible$uid. W ~ e n  Jlo>l ,  
- - 
c* 1 howerer, y > 1 - ~ > 0 -  I f  the quantity 
uo 
i s  large enough negatirely, the rate at which energy passes from 
the disturbance to the mean j o u ~ ,  which i s  proportional to 
, can always be large enough to coun- 
terbalance the rate at which energy passes from the r i e a n s o w  
to the disturbance because of the destabilizing action of viscosity 
near the solid surface. In that case only damped disturbances 
exist and the laminar boundary layer i s  completely stable at all 
Reynolds nurnbers. This  condition occurs z~qhen the rate at 
which heat i s  u+thdrau*nfrori thesu id  through ?he solid surface 
reaches or exceeds a critical ralue that depends only on the 
Jfach nuribrr and the properties of the gas. Calculations -- -- 
show that for 11f0>3 (appro~.)  the laminar boundary-layerpow 
for thermal equilibrium--where the heat conduction through the 
solid surface balances the heat radiated from the surface-is 
completely stable at all Reynolds numbers under free-;Riyht 
conditions 9 the free-s frcam relocity i s  uniform. 
The results of the analysis of the stability of the laminar 
boundary layer riust be applied with care to discussions of 
transition; hozcerer, withdrawing heat frori the pu id  through 
the solid surface, for example, not only increases RdCrtAiB but 
also decreases the initial rate of ampljication of the sty-excited 
disturbances, which i s  roughly proportional fo l / t c z .  
Thu.~, the e$ect of the thermal conditions at the solid s u f i c e  on 
the transition Reynolds number Ret, is similar to the eyect on  
Remmix. d comparison betxeen this conclusion and experi- 
mental inrestigations of the e f ic t  of surface heating on transi- 
tion at low speeds shows that the results of the present paper 
gire the proper direction oJ this eflect. 
The extension of the results of the stability analysis to laminar 
boundary-layer gas $ozm with a pressure gradient in the 
direction of the free stream i s  discussed. 
IKTRODUCTIOK 
By the theoretical studies of Heisenberg, Tollmien, 
Schlichting, and Lin (references 1 to 5) and the careful 
experimental inrestigations of Liepmam (reference 6) a d  
H- L. Dryden and his associates (reference '71, it has been 
definitely established that. the flon- in the laminar boundary 
layer of a ~ s c o u s  honlogeneous incompressibIe fluid is un- 
stabIe abore a certain characteristic critical Reynolds 
number. m e n  the level of the disturbances in the free 
stream is ZOK, as in most cases of tecLurica1 interest, this 
inherent instability of the laminar motion at suf3ciently 
high Reynolds numbers is responsible for the ultimate 
transition to turbulent flom in the boundary layer. The 
steady laminar boundary-layer flow ~ o u l d  almays represent 
a possible solution of the steady equations of motion, but 
this steady flov is in a state of unstable dynamic equilibrium 
abore the critical Re_molds number. Self-excited dis- 
turbances (ToVmien wares) appear in the flow, and these 
disturbances grow large enough e r e n t u a b  to destroy the 
laminar motion. 
331 
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Tlle question natrurally arises as to how the phenomena 
of lanlinar instability and transition to turbulent flow are 
modified when the fluid velocities and temperature varia- 
tions in the boundary layer are large enough so that the 
compressibi1it.y and conductivity of the fluid can no longer 
be neglected. The present paper represents the second 
phase of a theoretical investigation of the stability of the 
laminar boundary-layer f l o ~  of a gas, in which the com- 
pressibility and heat conductivity of the gas as well as its 
viscosity are talien into account. The first part of this work 
was presented in reference 8. The objects of this investiga- 
tion are (1) to determine horn the stabiIity of the laminar 
boundary layer is affected by the free-stream hIach number 
and the thermaI conditions at the solicl boundary and (2) to 
obtain a better understanding of the physical basis for the 
instability of laminar gas fio~t-s. I n  this sense, the present 
study is an extension of the Tollmien-Schlichting analysis of 
the stability of the lamitlar flow of an incompressible fluid, 
but the investigation is also concernerl with t'he general 
question of boundary-Iayer disturbances in a compressible 
fiuicl and their possible interact ions with the main external 
flow. 
SYRIBOLS 
With minor exceptions the symbols used in this paper are 
the same as those introduced in reference 8. Physical 
quantities are denoted by aa asterisk, or star; whereas the 
corresponding noncIimensiona1 quantities are unstarred. 
A bar over a quantity denotes mean value; a prime denotes 
a fluctuation; the subscript 0 denotes free-stream values 
a t  the "edge" of the boundary layer; the subscript 1 denotes 
values a t  the solid surface; and t,he subscript c denotes 
values a t  the inner "critical layer," where the phase velocity 
of the disturbance equals the mean ffow velocity. The 
free-stream values are the characteristic measures for all 
nondimensional quantities. The characteristic length meas- 
ure is the boundary-layer thickness 6, except where otherwise 
indicated. Note that in order to conform with standard 
notation. the symbol 6 for boundary-layer thickness is 
unstarred; whereas the symbols 6" and 0 are used for 
boundary-layer displacement thickness and boundary-layer 
momentum tldclmess, respectively. 
* distance along surface 
Y* distance normal to surface 
t* time 





* component of veIocity in 3'"-direction 
@ f  
p=3 
$ * stream function for mean flow 
P* density of gas 
P" pressure of gas 
T* temperature of gas 
T * laminar shear stress 
ordinary coefficient of viscosity of gas 
kinematic viscosity of gas (,ul * / p  *) 
thermal conductivity of gas 
specific hent a t  constant volmne 
specific heat a t  constant prcssure 
gas constant per gram 
ratio of specific heats (c,/c,); 1.405 for air 
complex phase velocity of b o u n d a r y - l a y e r  
disturbance 
m-ave length of boundary-layer clisturbnncc 
boundary-layer thicliness 
boundary-layer displacement tI-lickncss 
0 boudary-laycr momentum thickness 






R Reynolds number 
1. PRELIRlINARY CONSIDERATIONS 
In  the &st phase of this inrestigatiot~ (refcrencc 8) the 
stability of the lanlinar boundary-layer flow of a gas is 
analyzed by the method of small perturbations, whicll was 
already so successfully utilized for the study of tI1i1 slltbi1it.y 
of the laminar flow of an incompressible fluid. (Sce refcr- 
ence 5.) By tllis method a nonsteady gns flow is invcstigatcd 
in which all pllysical quantities differ from tllcir rducs  in a 
given steady gas flow by smaII p~rturbations that arc fr~nc- 
tions of the time and space coordinates. This nonstcncly 
flo~ir must satisfy the complcte gas-dynamic equations of mo- 
tion and the same boundary conditions as thc g i ~ c n  stcudy 
flow. The question is whether the rloustcady Ilo~v damps to 
the steady fioitr, oscillates about it, or diverges from it with 
time-that is, whether the srnaII perturbations are dampcld, 
neutral, or self-excited disturbances in time, nnd thus wlicthcr 
the given steady gas flow is stab10 or urlstable. Thc urlttlysis 
is particularly concerned wit11 the conditions for the oxistcnce 
of neutral clisturbances, rrhich mark the  transition from stable 
to unstable flow and definc the minimum critical RcytloIds 
number. 
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In order to bring out some of the principal features of the 
stability problem nithout becoming involved in hopeless 
mathematical complications, the solid boundary is taken as 
tn-o-dimensional and of negligible curvature and the boundary- 
layer flow is regarded as plane and essentially parallel; 
that is, the velocity component in the direction normal to 
the surface is negligible and the .relocity component parallel 
to the surface is a function mainly of the distance normal 
to the surface. The srnaIl disturbances, which are also tm-o- 
dimensional, are analyzed into Fourier components, or normal 
modes, periodic in the direction of the free stream; and the 
ampIitude of each one of these partial oscillations is a function 
of the distance normal to the solid surface, that is, 
In the study of the stability of the laminar boundary layer, 
it  \till be seen that only the local properties of the "pardel" 
flow are significant. To include the rariation of the mean 
relocity in the direction of the free stream or the relocity 
component normal to the solid bounclar~. in the problem 
would lead only to higher order terms in the differential 
equations g o r e r b g  the disturbances, since both of these 
factors are inrersely proportional to the local Reynolds num- 
ber based on the boundary-layer thickness- (See, for es- 
ample, reference 2.) By a careful analysis, Pretsch has 
sh0m-n that eren e t h  a pressure gradient in the direction of 
the free stream the local mean-~elocity distribution alone 
determines the stability characteristics of the local boundary- 
lajer f l o ~  at  large Reynolds numbers (reference 9). Such 
a statement applies o d ~  to the stability of the flow within 
the boundary Iayer. For the interaction between the bound- 
ary Iayer and a main "e~ternal" supersonic flosr, for example, 
it is obriously the rariation in bounclarg-layer thickness and 
mean velocity along the surface that is significant. (See 
reference 10 .) 
The aforementioned considerations also lead quite natu- 
rally to the study of incliridual partial osciiIations of the 
form f(y)etm'"-"'1 , for vhich the Herential  equations of 
distrlrbance do not contain J and t esplicitlj. These partial 
oscillations are ideally suited for the study of instability, for 
in order to s h o ~  that a flow is unstable i t  is unnecessary to 
consider the most general possible disturbance; in fact, the 
simplest xil s f i c e .  I t  is o d y  necessary to shorn that a 
particular disturbance satisffig the equations of motion and 
the boundary conditions is self-excited or, in this case, that 
the imaginary part of the complex phase relocity c is positire. 
In reference S the differential equations gorerning one 
normai mode of the disturbances in the laminar boundav 
layer of a gas re re  derired and studied r e 0  thoroughly. 
The compIete set of solutions of the disturbance equations 
\\-as obtained and the physical boundary concLitions that 
these soIutions satisfy rrere int-estigated. I t  was found that 
the fbal  relation betneen the values of e, or, and R that 
determines the possible neutral disturbances (limits of 
stability) is of the same form in the compressibIe fluid as in 
the incompressible fluid, to a f i s t  approximation. The basis 
for this result is the fact that for Reynolds nmbe r s  of the 
- -  
order of those encountered in most aerodynamic problems 
the temperature disturbances hare only a negligible effect 
on those particular velocity solutions of the disturbance 
equations that depend primarily on the -ziscosity (viscous 
solutions). To a &st approximation, these -&corn solutions 
therefore do not depend directly on the heat conductivity 
-- 
and are of the same form as in the incompressible fluid, 
e~cep t  hat they inrolre the Re-molds number baser1 on the 
kinematic tiscosity new the solid boundar~  (rhere the  15s- 
tolls forces are important) rather than in the free stream. 
In this &st appro-ximation, the seconcI riscosity co&cient, 
vhich is a measure of the dependence of the pressure on the 
rate of change of density, does not affect the stability of the 
-- 
laminar bounclary layer. From these results it rras inferred 
that at Iarge Re_ynolds numbers the hfiuence of the ~ L ~ c o u s  
forces on the stability is essentialIy the same as in an incom- 
pressible fluid. This inference is borne out by the results 
of the present paper. 
The influence of the inertial forces on the stability of the 
laminar boundary lager is reflected in the behavior of the 
asymptotic in-riscid solutions of the clisturbance equations, 
- -- 
~ h i c h  are independent of Reynolds number in f i s t  approsl- - 
mation. The results obtained in reference 8 show that the 
behavior of the inertial fortes is dominated by the clist~ibu- 
tion of the product of the mean density and mean rorticity 
dw 
P- across the boundary layer. (The gradient of this quan- d!I 
, f i c h  plays the same role as the gradient 
of the  ort ti city in the case of an incompressible fluid, is a 
measure of the rate a t  which the x-momentum of the &-- 
layer of fluid near the critical layer ( ~ h e r e  w=c) increases, 
or decreases, because of the transport of momentum by the 
disturbance.) In order to clarify the beharior of the inertial 
forces, the limiting case of an inriscid flnid (R+ a) is studied 
in detail in reference S. The f o l l o ~ ~ g  general criterions are 
obtained: (1) If the quantity ranishes forsome~alue 
1 
of .w> 1 --, then neutral and self-excited subsonic disturb- sr, 
ances exist and the inriseid compressible f l o ~  is unstable. 
- -- 
(2) If the quant i t .~  does not ~ a n i s h  for some raIue 
L 
of u)> 1-rn then nII subsonic dist,urbances of finite r a r e  
length are damped and the intiscid compressible flon- is 
stable. (Outside the boundary Iayer, the relat ire t-elocity 
betm-een the mean flow and the\r-component of the phase -- -- 
~eloci ty  of a subsonic disturbance is Iess than the mean sonic 
-- 
velocity. The magnitude of such a disturbance dies out ex- 
ponentiauy nith distance from the solid surface.) (3) Ln 
general, a disturbance gains energy from the mean flow 
. ,  7 .  - - 
if - F- is positire at the critical layer (srhere w=e) and " dw) 3f d dw 
loses energy to the mean flow if [G(~G)]w=, 1 0 .  
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The general stability criterions for inviscid compressible 
flow give some insight into the effect of the inertial forces on 
the stability, but they cannot be taken over bodily to the 
real compressible fluid. Of course, if a Aom is unstable in 
the limiting case of an infinite Reynolds number, the flow is 
unstable for a certain finite range of Reynolds number. A 
compressible flow that is stable when R 4  a, however, is not 
riecessariIy stable a t  a11 finite Reynolds numbers when the 
effect of viscosity is taken into account. One of tlie objects 
of the present paper is to settle this question. 
On the basis of thcstability criterions obtained in reference 8, 
some general statements .irrere made concerning the effect of 
tliermal conclitions a t  the solid boundary on the stability of 
laminar boundary-layer flow. I t  is concluded from physical 
reasoning and a study of the equations of mean motmion 
vanishes for some value of W>O that the quantity - 
if ($)lSO, that is, if heat is added to the fluid through the 
solid surfac,e or if the surface is insulated. If - > O  (:al 
and is sufficiently large, that is, if heat is withdrawn from the 
fluid through the solid surface a t  a sufficient rate, the quan- 
d dw 
tity & ( p G )  never vanishes. Thus, \{-hen ( 0 the 
laminar boundary-layer flow is destabilized by the action 
of the inertial forces but stabilized though t,he increase of 
kinematic viscosity near tile solid surface. When (&31>~, 
the reverse is true. The question of which of these effects is 
predominant can be answered only by further study of the 
stability problem in a real compressible fluid. 
In the present paper t,llis investigation is continued along 
the following lines : 
(I) A study is made of how the general criterions for 
instability in an inviscid compressible fluid are modified by 
t,he introduction of a small viscosity (stability at very large 
Reynolds numbers). 
(2) The conditions for the existence of neutraI disturb- 
ances a t  large Reynolds numbers are examined (study of 
asymptotic form of relation between eigen-values of c, a, 
and R) . 
(3) A relatively simple expression for the approximate 
value of the minimum critical Reynolds number is derived; 
this expression involves the local distribution of mean 
velocity ancl mean temperature across t,he boundary layer. 
This approximation mill serve as a criterion from which the 
effect of the free-sheam Mach number and thermal con- 
ditions at  the solid surface on the stability of Iaminar 
boundary-layer flow is readiIy evaluated. The cluestion of 
the relative irduence of the kinematic viscosity and tfic 
dw distribution of P- on stability rvould then be settled. dy 
(4) The energy balance for smaII disturbances in the rcaI 
compressibIe fluid is considered in an attempt to cIurify the 
pliysical basis for the instilbility of laminar gas f l o ~ ~ s .  
( 5 )  In  order to supplement the investigations outlinect 
1 in the four preceding paragraphs, det.ailed calculations are 
made of the limits of stability, or the curve of a against 171' 
for the neutral disturbances for several representative cases 
of insulated and noninsulated surfaces. The resuIts of the 
calculations are presented in figures 1 to 8 and tablcs I 
to IV. The method of computation of the stability limits is 
briefly outlined in refere~lce 8, although tlic calculations 
were not carried out in that paper. 
FIGURE 1.-Boundary-layer velocity yrofiles for insulated surface. Since u is taken cquaI to 
unity,  the temperature profile is given b y  T = T i - [ l i - - ( ~ + ~ ~ ~  &f$)]~+ Af@Ptcr. 
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FICCRE 2.-Bound8~-layer r e l cc i t~  ProEles for noninsulnted surfice. 3f&=O.iO.  TI is the 
ratio of surface temperature (deg ah . )  to free-stream temperature (deg abs.). InEecrion 
more pronounced andferther out into Buidfor Ti=1.25 than for bulatedsnriaee (TI=] 10).
S o  infiection for T,=O.70, 0.83, 0.90. 
In the present inrestigation the m-ork of Heisenberg 
(reference 1) and Lin (reference 5) on the stability of a real 
incompressible fluid is naturalIy an  indispensable guide. In 
fact, the methods utilized in the present study are analogous 
to those developed for an incompressible fluid. 
The present paper is concerned only e t h  the subsonic 
disturbmces. The amplitude of the subsonic disturbance 
dies out rapidly mth distance from the solid boundary. In 
other m-orcls, the neutral subsonic disturbance is an "eigen- 
oscillation" conhed mainly to the boundary layer and exists 
only for discrete eigen-rdues of c,  a, and R that determine 
the limits of stability of Iaminar boundary-layer flow. Dis- 
turbances classSeS in reference 8 as neutral "supersonic," 
that is, disturbances such that the relatire velocity betveen 
the r-component of the phase relocity of such a ctisturbance 
and the free-stream velocity is greater than the local mean 
sound speed in the free stream, are actually progressire sound 
mires that impinge obliquely on the boundary layer and 
are reflected mith change of amplitude. For disturbances 
' 
of this type the Tare  length and phase relocity are obriously 1 completely arbitrary (eigen-values are eontinuous), and these 
disturbances hare  no signScance for boundary-layer 
stability. 
m e n  the free-stream relocity is supersonic (Jfo> I), the 
subsonic boundary-layer disturbances must satisfy the re- 
1 
quirement that G - e * < p  or (for Jfo<l, ~ 2 0 ) .  
XOT, b-j- analogy with the case of an  incompressible fluid it 
is to be kxpected that for values of c greater than some 
critical ralue of cox say, a11 subsonic disturbances are damped. 
Thus, Then A f o > l ,  there is the possibiIity that, for certain 
mean relocity-temperature distributions across the boundary 
layer, neutral or self-escited disturbances satisfying the 
differential equations of motion, the boundary conditions, 
1 
and also the physical requirement that c> 1 -- cannot be 
J f o  
found. In that event, the laminar boundary £low is stable 
a t  all Recrnolds numbers. This interesting possibility is 
inrestigated in the present paper. 
2. CALCULATIOS OF T H E  LIJ l ITS  O F  STABILITY OF LAJIISAR 
BOUNDARY LAYER IX A VISCOUS CONDUCTIVE GAS 
I n  order that the complete system of solutions of the differ- 
ential equations for the propagation of small disturbances 
in the laminar boundary layer shall satisfy the physical 
boundar~  conclitions, the phase ~eloci tp  must depend on the 
Tare  length, the Re_molds number, and the Mach number 
in a manner that is determined entirely by the local distribu- 
tion of mean relocity and mean temperature across the 
boundary layer. I n  other ~tords,  the only possible subsonic 
clisturbances in the laminar boundary layer are those for 
srhich there exists a definite relation of the form (reference 8) 
Since a, R, and Lf: are real quantities, the relation (I) is 
equiraIent to the tm-o relations 
- -- 
ct-.ci(a, R, .3IO2) (lb) 
The curre c i ( a ,  R, M O 2 j = O  (or a=a(R, ill:)) for the neutraI 
disturbances g i ~ e s  the limits of stability of the laminar - 
boundary layer at a giren ralue of the Mach number. From 
this curve can be determined the ralue of the Reynolds 
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C 
(a) Insulated suriace. 
F r o c a ~  3.-Distribution of $ ( p  g) across boundary layer, as ex-presed by the function 
O ( C ) = - ~ ~ ~  [? (%)I which appears directly in stability calculation. The Tr (w')s d y  LC=C 
value of c=co a t  which (I--%) 0=0.580 (Xis small) is a measure oi the stability of a giren 
laminar boundarplayer flow. 
number beIom whicli disturbances of all \I-ave lengths are 
damped and above I--hich self-excited disturbances of certain 
waye lengths appear in a given laminar b0undar.y-layer flow. 
I n  reference 8, i t  is shown that the relation (1) between the 
phase velocity and the wave length t,akes the foflowing form: 
I n  equation ( 2 ) ,  F(z) is the Tietjens function (reference 11) 
defined by the re1 a. t,' ion 
where 
and the quantity Hl ,,(I) is the Kanliel function of the first End 
of order 35. The prime denotes different'iation with respect 
to y. Tlie function E(a,  e, ~11:)) which depends onl~7 on the 
C 
(b) Noninsuiated surface. ,W=O.iO. 
F I G ~ R E  3.-Concluded. 
asymptotic inviscid solutions a, and 9, (section4 of refercnc<8) 
and not on the Reynolds number, is defined as folIows: 
where 
~ = a  J1 -.tI;(l --c jZ ) 
and gr and y2 are the coordinates of the solid surface and t,hc 
"edge" of t,he bouridary layer, respectively. 
The Tietjens function was carefully recaIculated in rcfer- 
ence 8, and the real and imaginary parts of the function 
are plotted in figure 9. (The func tioa (D (2 )  is (5) =1--F(Z) 
found to be more suitsable than F(z) for the actual caIcula- 
tion of the stability limits.) 
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o m 400 600 800 law 1200 1400 [ma /ma 
Re 
(a] Insulated surfwe. .%fo=O (BInrius flow). 
(b) Insulated surface. 3fi=O.jO. 
(c) Lnsdnted surt3ce. >f~=O. ; ( l .  
Frcrxe 4.-Kave numbr arc -f Resol#% number Rr far nentrd s tabsty of 13IIIin3r 
bum*-layer Uow. 
0 4(xI 6m #O /OX2 /ZOO f4CQ I600 /800 
.Re 
(d) Insulated surfwe. 3fa=0.90. 
(e) In-FnIated snrfxe. 3f&= 1 .lo. 
(f) Insdated suriaee. N a = 1 3 .  
PIGT~BE L--Continu&. 
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Be 
(g) Noninsulated surlace. iMo=0.70; Tr=O.'iO; (z)v=O >O. 
(h) Nodnsulated surface. &10=0.70; Tr=0.80; (g) y=o >O. 
F I G ~ R E  4;-Continued. 
(i) Woninsulated surface. >f~=0.70; T,=O.W; 
F ~ G ~ R E  $.-Continued. 
RB 
(j) Noninsulated surface. iMo=0.70; T1=1.25; 
FIGURE 4.-Continued. 
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FIGCRE 5.-Variation of minimum critical Regnolds number with Machnumber for laminnr 
boundary-layer dow. Insulated surface. (b) Rittlmil against Ti calculated from values oi Rrc,_is taken from 5glirc 4. 
F I G ~ R E  6.-Concluded. 
F ~ G V R E  7.-Stabilizing effect a t  supersonic Mach nunlbers ol withdrawn1 of heat from Ilul-i 
through solid surface. A t  each value oi ,Z!fo>i, there is a critical value of T I - f ,  such 
that  for T I ~ T I ,  the laminar boundary-lager flow is stable at 311 vnlucs o t  thc ReynoIdr 
number. (Curves for 3 f ~ O  and 3in=0.70 included fur compnrison.) RtaIzs  cstlrnatcd 
from equation (71). p a  T ;  r=1. 
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FIGI'RE 8.-Criticd temperature retio TI, for stsbility of lammu boundary I a ~ e r  azainst 
Mach m b e r  -%fotio. 
z 
F I G ~ E  9.-The funciiom Q,(z) and .f., (2). 
8 5 3 0 2 6 S G 2 3  
The inviscid solutions p1 and p a  mere obtained as power 
series in a2 as  follo-cs (section 6 of reference 8): 
&ere for n 2 1 
and 
ho=l.O 
and for n2_ 1 
and 
The lo-xer limit in the integrals is taken a t  the surface 
merely for convenience. TTlen y>y,, the path of integra- 
tion must be taken below the point y=y, in the compIex 
y-plane. The power series in a q s  then uniformly conver- 
gent for any f X t e  d u e  of a. 
At  the surface, the inriscid solutions are readily evaluated 
At the "edge" of the boundary layer, the i n ~ s e i d  solutions 
are most coureuiently expressed as follows: 
L"22f=(l-c) [I -;::@); cj2] 2 a2nK2n (c, MO2) J 
where 
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With t,he aid of equat,ior~s ( l l ) ,  the espression for / Then, 
E (a, C, dlo2) can be remit ten as follo~r-s: 
1 E ( ~ , c ~ A ~ ~ ~ )  =- wl'(iazz'i-P'r"22) (14) TI l+h(c) W ~ ~ ( Y Z ~ + P P T ~ T ~ )  (V) I~~+BYIZ)  
where 
~~'(YC-YI) -1 (15) Uc)= , 
by means of straightforward ~Igebrnie transformatious. Re- 
lation (18) becomes 
1 
@ (2) =-= (1 +A) (u + iu) l+h(u+iu) - (17) 
where 
u+iv=l+- (18) 
Equation (17) is equivalent to the two real reIations 
- 
The relation (2) between the phase velocity and the wave 
length is brought into a form more suitable for the calcul a t ' lon 
of the stabiIity Limits by maliing use of the fact that  for real 
values of c the imaginary part of E (a, cTllf2) is contributed 
largely by the integral Kl(cl 111:). (The procedure to be 
follotved is identical with that  used by Lin in the limiting 
case of the incompressible fluid (reference 5, part III).) 
Define the function @ ( z )  by the relation 
where 
and for n 2 3 
and 
When c is real, 
(l+X)c 
@ ~ ( ~ ) = ( l f  h U ) ~ + h ~ d  (19) 
+&I= (1-l-h) K:i+h$?$g] (20) 
The reaI and imaginary parts of + ( z )  arc plotted against z in 
figure 9. 
-- 
The clominant term in the inlaginary part of the riglit-hand 
side of equation (18), ~~-1lich itlvolves K,(c, Alo2), is estl-acted 
for those values of a and c t,hat, occur in the stabiIity calculations. (This approximation is justified later in app(ln(liu ,Z.i TIiu 
imaginary part of the integral Kl(c, Afo2) is readily computed. I t  is found that 
NOW h(c) is generally quite small, therefore ai(z)  can be taken equaI to v(c) and @,(z) can be t a k ~ n  q u a 1  to 21 as a 
zerot,h approsirnation. From equations (19) and (20), when c is real, 
By equation (24), z(O) is related to c with the aid of figure 9;  and by equation ( 2 5 ) ,  utO' is aIso related to c. The clriantity aR  
is connected with c by means of the identity 
and the corresponding values of a are obtained from equation (21) (slightly transformed) by a mctIiod of successive 
approximations. Thus 
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n-here 
(The srnlEioIs -11, and 1% norr designate the real parts of the 
integrals 9 f k  and i!.) The iteration process is be,- by 
taking a suitable initial value of a on the right-hand side of 
equation (27). The methocls adopted for computing these 
integrals n-hen the mean velocity-temperature profile is 
known are described in appendires X to C. 
For greater accuracy, the values of z and u for a giren real 
value of c are computed by successive approximations. From 
equations (19) and (20), 
The ralue of L- is d~t-a_rs approximated by relation (24). 
Curres of T a r e  number against Repo lds  number for the 
neutral disturbance hare been calcdatecl for 10 representa- 
t i re cases (fig. 41, that is, insulated surface a t  l l a c h  numbers 
of 0, 0.50, 0.70, 0.90, 1.10, and 1.30 and heat transfer across 
the solid surface at a Mach number of 0.70 n-ith values of the 
ratio of surface temperature to free-stream temperature TI of 
0.70, 0.80, 0.90, and 1.25. (It is found more desirable to base 
the nondimensional ware number and the Re-molds number 
on the momentum thicliness 0 ,  which is a direct measure of 
the skin friction, rather than on the boundary-layer thickness 
6, which is somewhat indefinite.) 
I n  figure 5 the minimum critical Re-polds number 
R$craia~ or the stability limit., is pIotted against Mach num- 
ber for the insulated srrrface; and in figure 6(a) Re is 
Crmix  
plotted against TI for the cooled or heated surface a t  a Mach 
number of 0.70. The marked stabilizing iduence of a nith- 
tlran-a1 of heat from the fluid is clearly evident. Discussion 
of the phjsica1 significance of these numerical results is 
reserreil until after general criterions for the stability of the 
laminar boundary layer hare been 0btaint.d. 
3. DESTABILIZISG ISFLUESCE OF VISCOSITY AT VERY LARGE 
RETSOLDS XUhIBERS; ESTESSION OF HEISEXBERG'S 
CRITERION TO THE COJIPRESSIBLE FLUID 
The numerical calculation of the limits of stability for 
seseral particular cases gives some indication of the effects 
of free-stream Mach number and thermal conditions a t  the 
solid surface on the stabiIity of the laminar boundary layer. 
I t  ~~ouIc1 be very desirable, however, to establish general 
criterions for laminar instability. For the incompressible 
fluid, Heisenberg has shorn that the influence of viscosity is 
generally desfab ilizing a t  r e v  large RepolcIs numbers 
(reference 1). His criterion can be stated as follows: If a 
neutral disturbance of n o n ~ a n i s h ~  phase velocity and 
finite va-ie length exists in an inriseid fluid (R-+w) for a 
giren mean relocity distribution, a disturbance of the 
same ware length is unstable, or self-excited, in the real fluid 
at  te ry  large (but finite) Repolds  numbers. 
The s ~ m e  conclusion can be d r a m  from Prancltl's discqssion 
of the energy balance for smalr disturbances in the Iaminar 
boundary Iayer (reference 12). 
Heisenberg's criterion is establishecl for subsonic disturb- 
ances in the laminar boundary Iayer of a compressible fluid 
by an argument quite simiIar to that which he gare originally 
for the incompressible fluid and ~ h i c h  n-as later supple- 
mented by Lin (reference 5 ,  part 111). ,It very large 
Rejnolcls numbers, the relation ( l j  between the phase 
veloci t~  and the ~ a v e  l ngth ctm be consiclerably simpli£ied. 
Khen X is &te and c does not vanish, 1z1>>1 at large 
Rejnolds numbers. The a s p p  totic beharior of the Tietjens 
function F(z) as [zl+ w is given by (reference 5, part I) 
and the relation (I) becomes 
-.- 
where E(u, c, Jf;") is giren by equation (14). 
Suppose that a neutral clisturbance of nonranishing 
?a 1 
ware number a - - and phase relocity c,>l- - exists in 
"- X, JIG 
the inviscid fluid (limiting case of i d k i t e  Reynolds 
number). The phase relocity c is a continuous function of R, 
and for a disturbanceiof given wave number a, the value of c 
at rery large Reuvnolds numbers rilf differ from c, by a small 
increment ilc. Both sides of ecjuation (31) can be developed 
in a Taylor's series in Ac, and an expression for AC can be 
obtained as follows: 
The boundary condition 
9 2 2 ' ( a s ,  cs, Jfo2) S PJcha (a*, C*, fJfo2) = 0 (33) 
must be satisfied for the inviscid neutral disturbance, and 
the function E, (a,, c,, Afoy vanishes (equat,ion (14)). Recog- 
nizing that - 
reduces equation (32) for Ac to the form 
From equation (14), 
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By equations (12) and the boundary condition ( 3 3 ) )  the quantrity (9) is evaluated as fo110~~s: 
C s ,  
where the primes no\+- denote differentiation with respect to  c. For small values of c, and a,, the quantity (-2) is given 
5. a s  
approximately by the relation 
and the expression for Ac is 
E~aluat~iori  of the intcgral Kl(c, Af;) yields tlie follorrbg result: 
[ d  (w')] vanislies (reference 8), differentiation of equnt,ion (39) gives Since the quantity d;i T zL'=cs 
T, a ~ e 2  a W' 
K ~ ~ ( C ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ) = ~ + ( ~ { ~ [ ~ ( ~ ) ] ~ = ~ \ )  c=cs O I ~ ~ ~ - ~ + ~ - O ( C  
Thus, Kl'(c,, 47JOo2) is approximately real and positive for 
1 
small values of c,. With c,>l-- , I. P. Ac must also be 34, 
positive (equation (38)); therefore, a subsonic disturbance 
of wlvr  length ?,,#O, ~vllich is neritral in the inriscid com- 
pressible Auid, is self-excited in the real compressible fluid 
a l  very large (but finite) Rey~~o lds  numbers. 
I n  reference 8, i t  I$-as proved that a neutral subsonic 
bou~ldary-layer disturbance of nonvanisllirlg phase 1-elocity 
arid finite wave lerigtli exists in an inviscid compressible Auid 
d 
only if the quuntily vanishes for some value of 
1 
w>l--. - If this conclition is satisfied, then self-excited A$" 
subsonic disturbances also exist in the fluid, and the laminar 
boundary layer is unstable in the limiting case of an infinite 
R(>ynolcls nr~mber. By  the ex tension of Heisenberg's 
criterion to the compressible Auid, it can be seen that,  far 
from stabilizing the flow, the small ~ i s ros i ty  in the real fluid 
Ilils, on the contrary, a destabilizing influence a t  very large 
Reynolds numbers. Thus, any laminar boundary-layer 
flow in a viscous ronductire gas for xvliich tlle cjuantit'y 
1 ( uimisiic~s for some vabir of lo> 1 -- -- is unstal , l~ n t 6 Pdy -41 0 
sufficiently high (but finite) RcynoIds numbers. 
1 
unless the = 0 for s o m c v a l ~ ~ e  w>l- :- 
*Ifo 
is satisfied, all subsonic distm.bances of finite: wave Icngtli tire 
clampcd in the limitirig case of infinite Rc~y~loltls numbcr, ontl 
the inviscid flow is stable. Sincc the effect of viscosity is 
destabilizing a t  very large Reynoltls nnnll)crs, howercr, a 
laminar boundary flow tliut. is stnblc i~n tlic liniit of infulitc 
R e p o l d s  numbe~- is not necessarily stable a t  large ftc~yrioltts 
numbers \-vhen the viscosity of the fluid is consiclcrcil. 
(See fig. 4 (I ) . )  In fact, for tllc incomprcssiblc fluid, Iiri - 
has shown that cvcry lu~nhlal- bountlary-lt~ycr. f lor~  is urk 
stable a t  suffic~ientlj Ligll Rcynoltls numl~crs, \vllctllcr or not 
d2u? the vorticity gradient -- vanishes (reference 5, pnrt. 111). d?f2 
I n  order to  settle this qbestiorl for the comprcssihlc i l l l i t1  in 
genera1 terms, the relation (1) bet\reen the c u m p l ~ s  1111ilsc 
ve loc i ty~ id .  the n-ave length tit lnrge Kcynolds uurnl~crs 
must now be studied for florvs in ~ L c h  t c qrinniity -- 
1 does not vauisll for any value of w> 1 - -- d l  ,' 
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4. STABILITY OF LAJIINAR BOUKDART LATER AT LARGE 
RETSOLDS SUSIBERS 
The neutral subsonic disturbance marks a possible 
"boundag" between the damped and the self-excited 
disturbance, that is, bet~reen stable and unstable flow. 
Thus, the general conditiozls under which self-excited dis- 
turbances exist in the laminar boundar;r Iayer a t  large 
Reynolds numbers can be determined from a study of the 
bttharior of the cur-re of a against R for the neutral clisturb- 
nnces. TTlm the mean free-stream ~ e l o c i t ~  is subsonic 
(-lfO<l), the pllysical situation for the subsonic cIisturbances 
a t  large Reynolds numbers is quite similar to the nnaIogous 
situation for the incompressible fluid. The  curre of cr 
against R for the neutral disturbances can be expected 
to have trvo cIistinct asxrnptotic branches that endose a 
region of instability in the aR-plane, regarilless of the Iocal 
distribution of mean velocity and mean temperature across 
the boundary layer. T h e n  the mean free-stream relocity 
is supersoic  1 j , the situation is somen-ha t different; 
under certain condit ior~ (soon to bc defined) a neutral or 
a self-excited subsonic disturbance ( e > l  
at any ralue of the Reynolck number. For this reason, it 
is more convenient to s t u d  the case of subsonic and super- " 
Upper branch.-aong the upper branch of the curve of a 
against R for neutral stability, z-+m and 
m-hiIe u+1.0 (fig. 9 and equation (42)). If the quantity (ul') does not vanish for any rnlue of w > O ,  then by igl T, -- -- 
equation (47) c must approach zero a s  2+m. Along this 
branch, 
and a 4 0  a t  l u g e  Reynolds numbers (fig. 4 (I)). rf)  mnishrs for some ralue of On the other hand, if 6 T 
.. - 
w=c,>O, then by equation (47) c+c, and a+a, as both z and 
R a ~ ~ r o a c h  m . Now, 
sonic free-stream relocity separately. 
6.  SUBSOSIC FREE-STREAM VELOCITY t 3 f c < I 1  
The asymptotic behavior at  large Reynolcls numbers of 
the crrrre of a! against B for the neutral disturbances is 
determined by the rela tions (191 to (22) betx-een cr, R, and c 
for real values of c .  For small d u e s  of or and c ,  these rela- 
tions are given approximately by 
As R 4  a, either 2;. or z remains finite while both a and 
e approach 0. These t ~ o  possibilities co~~esponcl  to tu-o 
asymptotic branches of the curre of cr against R. 
Lower branch.-If z remains h i t e  as R+m, then c-0; 
and bg equation (41), @,(z)-+O. Therefore, ~ - + 2 . 2 9  i~h i l e  
u+2.29 (fig. 9) .  From equations (43) and (441, along the 
I o ~ c r  branch of the curre of a against. R for neutral stability 
and a+O a t  large Reynolds numbers (fig. 4 (I)). 
does not ranish. (see appentlix D), then by 
equations (44) and (471, d o n g  the upper branch of the curve 
of cr against R for the neutral disturbances, 
. . .- 
and c+c,#O, a+cn,#O at  large Reynolds numbers (figs. 4 (k) 
d' lL'f 
and 4 (1)). II [@ (T)] rmishes,  the relation (51) is 
replaced by 
which reduces to the relation obtained by Lin in the limiting 
case of an incompressible fluid  hen Jlo+O, the solid bound- 
arF is insulated, and wf'=O for some ralue of w=c,>O. 
- - (See equation (12.22) of reference 5, part III.) (wr)  vanishes a.? the solid boundary If the quantity 6 T 
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(that is, for w=O), i t  can be shown from the equations of 
motion (appendix D) that [i; ($11 is always positive- 
I 
except in the limiting case of an incompressible Buicl. For 
w ' (w') and T are both small values of y, the quantities -- dy  -T 
positive and increasing. For  large values of y, however, 
w r  wt 
-T-+O, physically; therefow - must have a masimum, or T 
w' = O  for some ralue of w>O, and this case is no 6 ( >  -7' 
cliffererlt from the general casc treated in the preceding 
paragraph. I n  tlle limiting case of an  incompressible fluid, 
c2 
rvlien w"  anis is lies a t  the surface. W , " = W , ' ~  since w,"' 
always vanishes in tliis case. From equation (48) the rela- 
tion between a and R along the upper branch of the neutral 
st-ability curve is therefore 
2(w1')19 1 I R=- -- 
n2 ( w ~ ' " ) ~  a'' 
~~&chisident . ical \ i~i th equation (12.19) inreference 5, part 111. 
d (W'j- Thus, regardless of the behavior of the quantity 6 7 
regardless of the local distribution of mean veIocity and mean 
temperature across the boundary layer-~r~hen Jl,<l, the 
curve of a against R for the neutral disturbances has two 
distinct. branches a t  large Reynolds numbers. From physi- 
cal corisiclerations, all subsonic disturbances must be clampecl 
when the ~ v t ~ v e  length is sumciently small (a large) or the 
Reynolds number is sufficiently low. Consequently, the 
two branclies of the curve of a against R for the neutral dis- 
turbances must join eventually, and the region between 
them in the aR-plane is a region of instability; that  is, a t  a 
given value of the Iteynolcls number, subsonic disturbances 
mith wave lengths lying between t ~ o  critical values h1 gnd 
hz (al  and az) are self-excited. Thus, when &<I, any Zami- 
71ar bounda~y-layer$ow i n  a ziiscous conductive gas is unstable 
at su$ciently high (but $finite) Reynolds numbers. 
The  lower branch of the curve of a against R for the 
neutral disturbances is virtually unaffected by the distrihu- (w') across the iioundmy layer, hut  for the upper tion of - cly T 
branch t,he behavior of the quantity - 
= O  for some value of w=c,>O, the neutral 
subsonic distusbaacc passes continuously into the charac- 
teristic inviscid disturbance c=c, ancl &=a, as R-+ m .  
This result is in accordance mith the results obtairled in 
reference 9 for the inviscicl corr~pressible fluid and is in agree- 
ment with Heisenberg's criterion. I n  actdition, all subsonic 
2n disturbances of finite wave length h>X,=- (and nonvanish- 
a s  
ing phase velocity O<c,<c,) are self-excited in the limiting 
case of infinite Reynolds number. On the other l~nnd ,  when 
v') does not rnnish for any va111c of w>O, then cseept for 6 T 
the "singular" neutrill disturbartce of zero pllnsc vclocily 
and infinite xira~c length (c==O and a=O), all disturI)cttlc*rs 
are clampccl in the irlviscicl comprcssiblc f lu i t l .  Tllis 
singular neutral clisturbt~nce can bc regarcled ns the Iirniti~ig 
case of the neutral subsonic disturbance in a real compr*cssi- 
ble fluid as R- m . 
B. SUPERSONIC FREE-STREAM VELOCITY (,l.fm>l] 
IlThen the velocity of the free stream is supersonic, thc 
subsonic boundary-layer disturbances must satisfy noL only 
the differeutial equations and the bounc1ar.y conclitions of IGc 
1 problem but  also the physical rccluirement that c,>l-.---. 
+If, 
The asymptotic behavior a t  large Reynoltls numhcrs of tllc 
curve of a against R for the neutral subsonic disturl~t~nces 
is determined by the approximate rclatiorls (41 j to (44), with 
7 i 
t,hc additional restriction that  c > l  -"a As c+l ill, illo 
a + O  by equation (44); therefore, R-a by equation (43). 
The corresponding value (or values) of z is dcterr-rlitleti by 
equation (41) as follo~vs: 
d WL' hTow from pllysical considerations, (-T) < 0 for largc 
=O (changes sign) for s a ~ n e  values of y. Therefore, if -- 
I 
value of w=c,> 1 ---, then, in general, 111 0 
and @,(z) <O (equation (55)). From figure 9 i t  cnn bc 
c=1--- 
Af" 
seen that  in this case thcre is only one value of z (z,, say) 
corresponding to the value of @ , ( z )  given by equation (55). 
From equatio~is (42) to (44) along the lozcer branch of Lhc 
curve of a against R for the neutrnl disturbanrcs, 
1 
and ~ - + l - - - ~  a t  large Reynolds numbers (fig. 4tk)). Tllc 
.A&! 
upper branch of the curve in this casc is gircn bp cqutitions 
(51) and (521, or by ecluations (53) anrI (52) if 
1 
1 
vanishes, with c+c,> 1 and a+a.#O. 
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1 
vanishes for w=l--, then z+m 8s R-+a 
-tfo 
aIong the zipper brandl of the c u n e  of a! against R for the 
,lul' 
neutral clistnrbances, anti ~ , ( z ) +  - - Sorra+O as 
J2a c3 
in this case also (equation (57) with u l= l  .O) so 
that 
d o n g  the lozcer branch of the curre of a against R at  Iarge 
Reynolds numbers, a, R, and c are connected by equations 
(56) ant1 (5'7j, \ n th  z,=2.29 and u,=2.29. I n  spite of the 
1 
= O  for w= 1 --1 a neutraI sonic disturb- 
rlfo 
of finite wave length does not. exist in 
the inviscid fluid unless K l ( c )  = 
positive. (See section 10 of reference 8.) Calculation 
s h o ~ ~ s  that KICc) is almost always negatire (equation (40)); 
therefore, in general, the sonic disturbance of i d k i t e  wave 
length ( c = O )  ~ S t h  constti~lt phase across the boundaq 
layer exists only in the in-riscicl fluicf (R+ a). 
I does not. vanish for any ralue of wh 1 -7 it 
.!lo 
ar(z),=l-~>O. When p1<0.530 (appros.) , there are two 
.\in Sio 
ralues of z (z2 and z3, say, mith e3>z2) corresponcting lo the 
ralue of @,(z) giten by equation (55). (See fig. 9.) d o n g  
the two asymptotic branches of the c w e  of a against R for 
the neutral ~Iisturbances, a!, R, and c are connected by rela- 
tions of the form of equations (56 )  and (57), vi-ith z and u 
replaced by e2 and us, respectirely, dong the lower branch 
and by z3 ancl u,, respectirely, along the upper branch. At 
a giren ralue of the Mach number, the r d u e  of c , r  is con- 
3, 
trolled by the thermal conditions a t  the solid surface. (See 
section6.) m e n  these conditions are such that u r e0.580, 
I -- 3f# 
then z2=z3, and the t ~ o  asymptotic branches of the 
curre of a against R for the neutral disturbances coincide. 
- 
W e n  t?,-120.580 (appros.), i t  is impossible for a neutral 
31 a 
or a self-excited subsonic disturbance to e-dst in the laminar 
boundav layer of a riscous conductire gas a t  any r d u e  of 
the Reynolds nbmber. In other rrords, if c,-120.580 
3f s 
(appros.), the laminar bounclary layer is stable a t  all raIues 
of the Re.noIds nrunber. (Of course, in any giren case, the 
critical conditions bepond ~ h i c h  only damped subsonic dis- 
turbances e-xist can be calculated more accurately from the 
relations (28) and (29). See section 5 on miTIimum critical 
Re_ynolds number.) 
The preceding conc~usion can also be deduced, a t  least 
qualitatirely, from the results of a study of the energy 
balance for a neutral subsonic distrrbance in the laminar 
boundary lager. X neutral subsoic disturbance can exist. 
only rrhen the destabilizing effect of t-iscosity near the solid 
surface, the clamping effect of tiscosit-y in the fluid, and the -- 
energy transfer between mean flow and disturbance in the 
t icinit j  of the inner "critical larer" all baIance out to give 
a zero (average) net rate of change of the energy of the dis- 
turbance. (See Scuchting's discussion for incompressible 
fluid in reference 4.) In reference 8 it is shown that the sign 
and magnitude of the phase shift in a*' through the inner 
"critical layer" a t  w=c is determined by the sign and m a p i -  
tude of the quantity [$($)I . The corresponding 
ln=c 
-- - 
apparent shear stress T,*= - p *  u*'r*', xhich is zero for w<c 
in the int-iscid compressible fiuid, is given by the following 
expression for ZU>C (reference 8): 
- 
If the quantity [ d  (w')] is negative, the mean florr ab- 6 T ,=, 
sorbs energy from the disturbmce; if [L (g)] is positive, 44 T ,=c 
energy passes from the mean ffon- to the disturbance. In 
the real compressible fluid, the thickness of the inner critical 
laper in xhich the -riscous forces are important is of the order 
1 
, and the phase shift. in u*' is actually brought about 
by the effects of viscous diffusion of the quantity p - 
though this l a ~ e r .  -- 
Ils s h o w ~  by Prandtl (reference 12): the destabilizing ef- 
fect of viscosity near the solid surface is to shift the phase of 
the "frictional" component u,~*' of the disturbance velocity 
against the phase of the "frictionless" or "inviscid,' compo-  
nent u,,,*' in a thin layer of fl uid of thickness of the order of 
-
By continuity, the associated normal component ,/z 
I&*' 1 
v,*' is of the order of ) F I  1; = luin.*'jl b. (.It was 
1 1, c; 
shot\-n in section 1 of reference 8 that for Iarge values of aR 
the "frictional7' components of the disturbance also satisfy 
dU*f bO*' 
the continuitj relation - -- a&* 1 ay*  0 in the compress- 
ible fluid.) The corresponding apparent shear stress 
- *:- ) I  - pr*~*'t~*' is given by the expression 
Rut from equations (11) 
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Since the shear stress associated with the clest.abilizing 
effect of viscosity near the solid surface ancl the shear stress 
near the criticaI layer act roughly t,hroughout the same 
region of the fluicl, t,he ratio of the rates of energy trans- 
*) by the two physical 
processes is 
where 
If the quantity 6 T ( w f )  is negaiios and sufficiently large wlie~i 
w=e,,  say, then the rate a t  XI-llich energy is absorbed by the 
mean Aom near the inner "critical layer" plus the rate a t  
~vhich tlie energy of tllc disturbarice is dissipated by 7 T 1 ~ ~ o ~ ~  ' 
action more tliun counterbalances the rate at  wllich energj 
passes from the mean flon- to the disturbancc because of the 
destabilizing effect of viscosity near the solid surface. Con- 
sequentIy, a neutral subsorlic disturbance n-ith the phase 
vc3locity c 2 c l  does not exist; in fact, all subsonic disturb- 
ances for ~vh id l  c 2 c l  are damped.  TT?len Jf,< 1, there is 
altvays a nlnge of values of phase wlocity O S c 5 c ,  for 
given by equation (63), is small enough 
L .  
for neut,t*aI (am1 self-excited) subsonic disturbances to mist 
for Reynolds numbers greater than a certain critical value. 
n'llen A&,>1, llorvever, because of the physical requirement 
1 that c>l--->U, the possibility exists that for certain ther- 
nf, 
ma1 conditions at  the solicl surfitce the quantity 
is always sufficiently large negatively (ancl therefore !z:l - is 
sufficieiltly large) so that only damped subsonic disturbances 
exist a t  all Reynolds numbers. Of course, if 
1. fur some raIrie of 1 -- i t  is certain that v (c )  <0.580 fIfo1 
7 
for some range of values of the pliase velocity 1 -& i;6 c i;6 c;. 
In that  case, neutral and self-excited subsonic disturbances 
always exist for R>RGTm1, and the flow is always unstable at 
sufficiently high Reynolds numbers, in accordance with 
Heisenberg's criterion as extenclecl to the cornpressible fluid 
(section 2). 
A discussion of the significance of these rcsults is reserved 
for a later -. section (section 6) in ~vliich the bcllavior of thc 
quantity -& ($) ~vill be related directly to the thermal 
conditions a t  the solid surface and thc frec-stream hlach 
number. 
5. CRITERION FOR THE RIINI%IU&I CRITICAI, 1IEYNOLI)S 
NURlBER 
The object of the stability analysis is not only to deter- 
mine the general conditions under wllich tlic~ laminar boru~ti- 
ary layer is unstable at  sufficiently higli R c p o l d s  numbcrs 
but  also, if possible, to obtain some simpIr czriterion for (lie 
limit of stability of the f l o ~  (minimum critic01 R(~yrlolds 
number) in terms of the local distribution of mpnri relocity 
and mean tcmperattrre across the boundary layer. For pltinr 
Couette motion (linear velocity profile) and plane Poiscuillc 
motion (parabolic velocity profile) in an incwmprcssiblc flnicl, 
Syngc (reference 13) v a s  able to prove rignroigly t h i  a 
mininlunl critical RejnoIcIs number actually mists below 
11-hich the Bow is stable. His proof applies also to ille 
laminar boundary layer in an incomprcssihle fluid, ~ ~ - i t h  only 
a sligilt moclificatior~ (reference 5, part ?XI). Srlcll proof is 
more difficult to g i ~ e  for thc! laminar buundary laycr in a 
viscous conductive gas; ho\vever, the cxistvnce, in gc~~icral, 
of a rrlinirnunl criticxl R[~yiioIds number can bc infcrrcd 
from purely pllysicaI considerations. A study of tile cncrgy 
balance for small clistud~anccs in tlle laminar b o ~ ~ n d n ~ - g  lngcr
s b o ~ ~ s  that  the ratio of tllc 1-ate of viscous clissipation to tllc 
rate of energy transfer near tlia critical layer is 1JR lor a 
clistilrbance of given nrare  l c ~ g t l l  while the energy transfer 
associatecl with tlic destabilizing acbtion of viscosity ncnr the 
solicl surface bears the ratio I/?/?? to tlic energy transfer near 
the critical layer. Thus, tllc effects of viscous dissipation 
 ill preclominate a t  sufficicrltly  lo^^ Rcynoltls nurnhrrs nnt l  
all subsonic disturbances will be damprd. Tlle t ~ o  c1istiiic.t 
asymptotic branches of the crirve of a against Ii' for the 
neutral disturbances a t  large Reyrlolcls nrrmbers must join 
erentually (section 4) and the flow is stttblc for all Reynolds 
numbers less tlian a, certain criticaI Y R I I ~ C .  
An estimate of tfic value of B,,,,, ~vhic11 will serve as a 
stability criterion, is obtained by ttlliirig tlic pltt~se velocity e 
to  ha re  the maximum possible valtrr eo for a nrutral subsonic 
disturbance; that is, for c>c, all subsonic ciisturLances arc 
damped. This condition is very nearly equivalent to the con- 
dition that  L ~ R  be ,z mininlum, n-hicli T ~ ~ R S  employed by Lirl for 
t,he case of the i~colnpressible fluid (p. 285 of refcrcricc 5, 
part 111). The corlditiorl c=eo occurs when cI,((z) is a masi- 
mum; that  isI when [kz(z) =0.580, z0=3.22, nncl (f,,(zO) =1.4S 
(fig. 9). The correspontlillg valuc of c=c0 can bc calcultitccl 
from the relations (19) to ( 2 2 ) .  Kcglccting terms in XZ 
(X is usuaIly very small) and taliing u=1.50 gives 
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and 
X ( C )  = ~ l / ( y c - ~ l )  -1 
C (66) 
It. is only necessary to plot the quantity (I-2X)a against. c 
for a. giren laminar boundary-laxer flow and fiud the value 
of c=co for \~h ich  (1 - 2x1 c= 0.5SO. The corresponding value 
of crR is deterruined from the relation 
and this value of aR is v e q  close to the minimum value of 
aR. d rough estimate of the value of a for c=c, is giren by 
the following relation (equatiou (2'7)): 
This estimated value of a is, in general, too small. The fol- 
I o n k g  estimate of B,,,, is obtained by making an approsi- 
mate allowance for this discrepancy and by taking round 
numbers: 
For zero pressure gradient, the slope of the velocity profile 
a t  the surface (*) is given very closely by (appendk B) 
.a77 I 
and 
E - o . a s 6 i  @I EFT- 
. - 
Therefore 
The expression (71) is useful as a rough criterion for the 
dependence of Rtcrmi, on the local distribution of mean 
relocity and mean temperature across the boundary layer. 
I I t  is immediately erident that  RI +a  hen co+l---- 
Er"riu iIf 
m e n  [(I -2X) IT] c=l-L > =0.580, the laminar boundary layer is  
Jfe 
stable at all calues of the Reynolds number. (This condit,ion 
is an impro-rement on the stability condition q-L? 0.530 
Afe (appros.) stated in section 4,) 
In the folloning tables and in Figures 5 and 6 (a) the esti- 
mated ralues of Recrmm given by equation (71) can be com- 
pared with the r d u e s  of ReCIBIU( taken from the culeulated 
c m e s  of a8 against Re for the neutral clisturbances. For 
the insulated surface: the rdues  are 
For the noninsrrlated surface when Jfo=0.70, the values are 
- 
The expression (71) for R#CImiz g i ~ e s  the correct order of 
magnitude and the proper  ariat ti on of the stabiLty limit 
with Mach number and with surface temperature at a giren 
Mach number. 
The form of the criterion for the minimum critical Rey- 
nolds number (equation (71)) and the results of the detailed 
stability calculations for se~era l  represen tatite cases (figs. 3 
and 4)  shorn that the distribution of the product of the 
dzu densitj- and the rorticity p - across the boundag layer 
JY 
largely determines the h i t s  of itability of laminar boundary- 
layer f f o ~ .  The fact that the '(proper" Re-molds number 
that appears in the bounda~- layer  stubilit- cdcrdations is 
based on the kinematic viscosity a t  the inner crificaI layer 
 here the riscous forces are important) rather than in the 
free stream also enters the problem, but it amounts only to 
a numerical and not a qualitative change xhen the usual 
Reynolds number based on free-stream kinematic tiscosity 
is finally computed. Vhether the vdue of RBcrmln for a 
giren laminar boundaq-la-er flow is larger or smaller than 
the r d u e  of Remmz, for the Blasius £low, for example, is 
. 
determined entire17 by the distribution of across the pG 
boundary layer. If the quantity - p - is negative and ;( 3 
large near the solid surface so that  the quantity (I -2X)v(c) 
reaches the t.aIue 0.580 when the ralrre of c=c, is less than 
0.4186, the Bow is relatit-ely more stable than the Blasius 
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flom. If the quantity - p - is positive near the solid ;( 3 
surface, so that ( I  -2X)v(c) =0.580 svhen w (or c)>0.4186, 
the flom is relatively less stable than the Blasius flom. Thus, 
tlit. question of the relative influence on RecTmm of the kine- 
matic viscosity at  the inner critical layer and the distribution 
d20 
of p - across the boundary layer, which remained open in d v 
the conclucling discussions of reference 8, is now scttlcd. 
The physical basis for the predominant influence on 
dw R~,,,,, of the distribution of p - across the boundary layer d?/ 
is to be found in a study of the energy balance for a subsonic 
1,ounclary-layer disturbance (section 4). The distribution of 
dw 
p determines the maximrim possible value of the pliase 
;r! 
velocity co or the masimum possible distance of the inner 
crit,ical layer from the solicl surface for a neutral subsonic 
disturbance. The greater tbe distance of the inner critical 
layer from the solicl surface, the greater (relatively) the rate 
of energy absorbed by the mean flox- from the disturbance 
in the vicinity of the critical layer (equations (61) and (62)). 
FJ%en co is large, tllerefore, the energy balance for a neutral 
subsonic disturbance is achieved only ~t-hen the destabiIizing 
action of viscosity near the, solid surface is reIatively Iarge or, 
1 in other words, when is large and tlie Reynolds 
nurnber Ro, nrhicll is ver-j- nearly equal to R,,,,, is correspond- 
ingly small. On the otfier hand, ~-1len co is snlalI and the 
inner critical layer is close to the solid surface, the rate a t  
which energy is absorbed from the disturbance near the 
critical layer is relativeIy small and the rate a t  which energjT 
passes to the disturbance near the solid surface, which is of 
the order of -A, is also relatively small for energy bal- &: 
ance ; consequently RCrmi, is Iarge. 
6. PHYSICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF RESULTS OF STABI1,ITP 
ANALYSIS 
From the resuIts obtained in the present papcr and in 
rrsference 8, i t  is clear tllat the stability of the laminar bound- 
ary layer in a con~pressible fluid is go\-erncd by the action of 
both 1-iscous and inertia forces. Just as in the case of an 
incompressible fluid, the stability problem cannot be under- 
stood unless the viscosity of tlle fluid is taken into account. 
Thus, whether or not a laminar boundarj--layer flom is un- 
stable in the inviscid compressible fluid ( R - a ) ,  that is, 
whether or not the product of the density and the vorticity 
1 llas an  rxtremlim for some value of w>l--, there is PR17 JL 
alx;ays some value of tile Reg~iolds 11urnber fZCrlzn below 
~ilrrhich the cff ect of viscous dissipation predominates and the 
flon7 is stable. On the other hand, a t  very large Reynolds 
numbers tlle i~lfluence of viscosity is destablizing. If the 
free-stream relocity is srrbsoliic, any laminar bountlury-Ii~ycr 
flow is unstable a t  sufficiently high (but finite) Rcynoltlu 
numbers, whether or not the f l o ~  is stabIc it1 the inviscid 
fluid when ordy the inertia forces arc consideretl. 
Tlie action of the inertia forces is more clccisivr for tile 
stability of the laminar bourldary layer if the. frcc-stream 
velocity is supcrsonic. Because of thc ptlysicnI reclnircmcnt 
that the rela live phase velocity (1-c) of the boundary-layer 
disturbances musl he subsonic, i t  follo\vs that e> 1 -$>o 
- - "  
and the quantity [ ($1 can be large cnoiigll iicga- 
w = c  
tiveIy under certain conditions so tllat tllc sti~bilizing action 
.. 
of the inertia forces near the inner critical Iaycr (M'II(TC 
w=c>O) is not overcome by the tlcstabilizirlg artion of 
viscosity near the solid surface. I n  that case, untIarn~totl 
disturbances cannot exist in the flrrid, and the flow is sfnble 
a t  all values of the Reynolds number. 
RegardIess of tlle free-stream velocity, thr distribution of 
dw the product of the density ancl the vorticity p -  - across tlic d?/ 
boundary layer delerrnirles the actrral limit of s t a k i l i ~ ~ ,  01- the 
minimum critical Rcyrlolds numbtkr, for Iami~lt~r  bouridaiy- 
layer flon- in a viscous conductive gas (cclrration (71)). 
dw Since the distribution of p- across the bountinry layer in d?! 
turn is determined by the free-stream Slach number and 
the therrnaI c~ndit~ions at the solid surface, tlic cffrct of tliesc 
physical parameters on the stability of lanninar boundnry- 
Iayer flow is readily evaluated. 
B. EFFECT OF FREE-STREARf RIACH KUhIBER AND THBRAZAL COSDITIONS 
A T  SOLID SURFACE ON STABILITY OF LAMIWAR BOUNII4RY LAYER 
The clistribution of mean velocity and mcarn tcrnpcrature 
(and tllerrfore of p - across tile laminar huundury layer in dw) y 
a viscous conductive gas is strongly influencetl by tlir flrcL 
that the viscosity of a gas increases with the tcmpcraturc. 
(For most gases, pcc T" (m=0.76 for air) oyer a ftiirly wide 
temperature range.) TTThen heat is trarisfcrrerl to the fluid 
through the solid surface, the tempcmt~irc and viscosity 
near the surface both decrease along the outwurd normal, and 
the fluid near the surface is more retarded by thc viscvt~s 
shear than the fluid farther out from the surface-as com- 
pared ~-iith the isother.mnl Blasirrs flo~v. The vclocity profile 
therefore aim-ays possesses a point of inflection (1vher.c wtt=O) 
when h e ~ t  is adcled to the fluid tf~rougll tllr solid surfac.~, 
providecl there is no pressure arailicrnt in thc direction of thc 
main flow. Since tllc rlufir~tity 
dw 
varlisIles and p- has an estrcmum a t  some pnin t 
dy 
in the fluid. On the otller hand, if heat is 1vithdrnrn11 from 
bT a> the fluid tllrough the solid surface, - -- and - -  arc both posi- 
by 
tive near the surface nncl tlie Auld near the surfrlce is less 
retarded than the fluid fartllrr out-as compnrcd wit11 tllc 
Blasius flow. The  velocity profilc is tliercforc morc convex 
near tlle surface than thc Blasius profile. 
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As pointed out in section 11 of reference 8, the irt0uence of 
the variable tiscositj on the beharior of the proJuct of the 
nw density and the rorticity p - can be seen directl- from the dv 
equations of motion for the mean flor~. R l e n  there is no 
pressure gradient in the direction of the main flow, the fluid 
acceleration ~anishes  at the solid surface, or 
and 
Thus, when heat is added to the fluid through the solid sur- 
-@> 
face (TI'<()), (F)I is positire, and the -velocity profile is 
concave near the surface and possesses a point of inflection 
for some value of w>O; when heat is nithdrawn from the 
a??. 
fluid (T,'>O), (p,)l is negative, and the velocity profile 
is more conrex near the surface than the Blasius profile. 
a (Lap)-;*( *@) The behavior of the quantity ---, -  -- b y  ~ * b y *  dy* 
ps 
is paralIe1 to that of p. From equation (731, in nondi- 
" 
mensionaI form, 
Differentiating the d,marnic equat,ions once and making use 
- - 
of the energy equation gives the following expression for [-$ ($)II (appendix D j : 
[ a  (lO')]:isaln-ayspositire. Thus,for zero pressure gradient, 
SOK, if the surface is insulated. the quantitg 
rmishes, but U' ' and both in- 
U' ' 
crease with distance from the solid surface. Since - 4 0  T 
10 ' far from the ~oIid surface, - has a maximum and T 
- .  
vanishes for some value of w>O. If heat is added to the 
fluid through the solid surface (T,'<O), d'g) is already d d .  T ,  
posi t i~e  a t  the surface; and since [$ G)] >o, the quan- 
d w' tity hU ( T )  -vanishes a t  a point in the fluid ~ h c h  is farther 
- .  
from the surface than for an insulated boundary at the same 
J lach number (figs. 3 (a) and 3 (b)). ConsequentIy, the ralue 
of c=e, for which the function 
,;c[ , d (,I(1-2X)u(c)=-z(1-2X) - - - T, ( w ' ) ~  d y  T ,  ,=, 
reaches the value 0.580 islarger than the ~ a l u e f o r  the insulated- 
surface. By equation (71), the effect of adding heat to the 
fluid through the sojid surface is to reduce Remmk and to 
destabilize the f lo -~ ,  as  compared vith the Box orer an in- 
sulated surface at the same h I ~ h  number (fig. 6). 
If heat is n i t h d r a m  from the fluicl through the solid sur- 
face, TIr>O and r d  ;r;j (w')l1 T is negative. Ln fact, if the rate 
- 
of heat transfer is sficiently large, the quantity 
6 T does not ranish midiin the boundarq- layer (fig. 3 (b)). (ZU? 
The ralue of e=c, for mhich the function (1-2X)t(e) 
reaches the talue 0.580 is smaller than for an insulated 
surface at the same Mach nrrmber; and by equation (71), 
the effect of xlthdrarring heat from the fluid 
through the solid surface is to iucrease Be and to stab- 
Crmin 
ilize the f lo~- ,  as compared with the £Ion- over an insulated 
surface at the same Slack number (fig. 6). 'iTJlen the veloc- 
ity of the free stream at  the "edge" of the boundary layer 
is supersonic, the Iaminar boundary layer is completeIy 
stabilized if the rate at which heat is ~ i t h h a m  though 
the solid surface reaches or exceeds a critical value thata 
depends onfy on the Mach number, the Reynolds number, 
and the properties of the gas. The critical rate of heat 
transfer is that for rrhich tho quantiiy a (uJf) T is sui5- 
ciently largo negatively near the surface (see equation (74)) 
I 
so that (1-2X)r(c)=0.580 %hen c=ea=l-- (sections 4. Jfo 
and 5j. Although det ailed stability calculations for super- 
sonic f l o ~  o-rer a nortinsdated surface hare  not been carried 
out, the function (1 -2X) c(c )  has been computed for non- 
insulated surfaces at -Ifo= 1.30, 1 .SO, 2.00, 3.00, and 5.00 by 
a rapid appro-ximate method (appendk (2). The correspond- 
ing estimated values of Rs were caIculated from equa- 
mm xn 
tion (71): and in figure 7 these values are plotted against Ti, 
the ratio of surface temporatrrre (deg abs.) to free-stream tem- 
perature (deg abs.). At any giten Mach number greater 
1 than nnit_t, the ralue of Rem . increases rapidly as co-1 --: 
mid  Uor 
1 
when co cliffers o n l ~  slightly from 1 --- the stability of 
-11 
the laminar boundaq is extremely sensitive to thermal 
conditions a t  the solid surface. At each value of -lfo>l, 
there is a critical r d u e  of the temperature ratio T,- for which 
Re -+a. If T1STIc7,  the laminar boundary layer is 
CTmza 
stable a t  all Re-moIds numbers. The difference between the 
stagnation-ten~peratrrre ratio and the criticd-surface- 
temperature ratio, ~ h i c h  is relatecl to the heat-transfer 
coeficient, is plotted against Mach number in figure S. 
Under free-flight. conditions, for SIach numbers greakr 
than some critical Slack number that depends lalge1-j- on 
h e  altitude, the value of T,- TI- is mithin the order ofpp 
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magnitude of the difference between stagnation tenlperature 
and surface temperature that actually esists because of heat 
radiation from tIie surface (references 14 and 15). I n  otber 
words, the critical rate of heat mitliclramal from the fluid 
for laminar stability is ~vitliin the order of magnitude of the 
calculated rate of heat coucluction through tlle solid surface 
which balances the llrat radiated from the surface under 
equilibrium conditions. The caIculations in appendis E 
show that this critical Sfacll number is approximately 3 a t  
50,000 fcet altitude and approximately 2 a t  100,000 feet 
altitude. Thus, for Illo > 3  (approx.) a t  50,066 feet altitude 
and .&lo >2 (approx.) a t  100,000 fcet altitude, the lamirlar 
boundary-layer flow for thermal equilibrium is completely 
stable in the absence of an adverse pressure gradient in the 
free stream. 
%'hen there is actually no heat conductioil through 
the solid surface, the limit of stability of the laminar 
boundary layer deperlds only on the free-stream Mach 
number, that  is, on the extent of the "aerodynamic heating" 
(of tlle order of 2 ($$)i) near ilie solid surface. A good 
indication of the influerlce of the free-stream Mach nurnbcr 
dw 
on the distribution of p - across the boundary layer for an dy 
insulated surface is obtained from a rough estirnate of the 
- 
location of the point a t  which reaches a posit.ive 
maxii~lum (or -$ ( p  g) uanishes). Difl erentiating the 
dynamic equations of mean motion t ~ ~ i c e  trnd making use of 
the energy and ~ont~inuity equations yields the following 
result for an insulated surface: 
- 
alrere b=6 4%. From equations (15)  and (16) the value 
. - d2 wt 
of c a t  which 7 (T) vanishes, or d reaches n maxi- (EY 
mum, is given roughly for air by 
it1 which wit- b(0.3320) TI (appenclix B). I n  other svords: - the 
point in the fluid a t  "rhic" attains a max-imnm moves 
farther out from the surface as t,he hIach number is in- 
creased-at Ieast in tlle range 0S21i10 54.5 (approx.); there- 
fore the value of c for ~irhieli 6 3' vanishes and t,he value (W') 
of c=co for which (1-2X)v(c) reaches thc value 0.580 botli 
increase wit11 the Mach nt~mbt>r (fig. 3 (a)). By eq~rnliorl 
(711, the vaIue of R B ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  for the laminar boundnry-layer flow 
over an  insulated surface decreases as the Mach nurnbcr 
increases and the flow is clestaLilized, as comparctl with Ibc 
Blasius flow ((fig. 5 ) .  
C. RESULTS OF DETAILED STABILITY CALCULATIONS FOR INSULATCI)  A N D  
NOXIh'StrLATED SURFACES 
From tlle results of tlie detailed stability calcriIations for 
several representative cases (figs. 4 to G), a qnantittltive csti- 
mate can be made of the effect of free-stream JIac.11 111imbcr 
and thermal conditions a t  the solid surface on tllc stt~bility of 
larriiriar boundary-layer flow. For the insulatetl surfacc, the 
value of Recr is 92 when 5f0= 1.30 as conlpnrrtl with a vnluu 
mzn 
of 150 for the BIasius floxv. For the noninsulwtecl surfnce n l  
il&=O.'TO, the value of Re c ,m, ,  is 63 ~7lien T1=1.25 ihcat 
... 
added to flrricl), RO =12G ~ i ~ h c n  Tl=l.10 (insulutcd sur- 
",in 
face), and RBcr =5150 when T,=O.$O (heat witlltImwn 
min 
from fluid). Since R,* = 2.25R#* (the value of B 
is proportional to the skin-friction coefficient, diflcrs only 
slightly from tlle Blasius value of O . B G G T ) ,  the effrr.t of t l ~ c  
tllcrmal conditions a t  the solid surface on I?=* is even more 
pronouncecl. The va l t r~  of R,* is 00 X 10R ~ i ~ h e n  T,=0.70 atld 
ilf0=0.70, as compared with u value of FilXlOVfor tho 
Blasius &o~tr ( T l = l  and Af,=O). For the insulatc~~l surfacc 
the value of R,*crm,,L declines from tlle Blnsius valuc for 
JJG=O to a value of 19XlO"t 310=1.30. Thc cstrcmc 
sensitivity of tlie limit of stability of the laminnr bounctarg 
layer to thermal conditions a t  tllc solid srrrfar~ ~vhcn T,<1 
is accounfed for by the fact thut co is s1nn1I wlien T,<1 ant1 
ilfo<l (or 3f0 is not mucnh grcatcr t11an unity) and 
? -. 
I 
--  (equation (71)). Small rhn~lges iii c,, tllcrcfore, 
R8crmZn c04 
produce large changes in RO . In addition, whcil TI<l, 
''rnin 
small changes in the thermal conditions a t  the solicl surlnc.e 
- 
produce appreciable changes i n  (equation (71)) and, 
therefore, in the value of c ~ .  
Not only is the value of Rg airectcd by the thcrmal 
I "min 
conditions a t  the solid surface ancI by the free-stream hlach 
number but the entire curve of against Re for the ncu t~n l  
disturbances is also affected. (See figs 4 (k) and -1. (11.) 
I%en the surface is insulated (and 3f0#Oj, or heat is atldccI 
to the fluid (TI= 1.25), oce+a,# 0 as Re-+ w alorlg thr upprsr 
branch of the curre of neutral stability. In  othcr worcls, 
there is a finite range of unstabIc wave lengtlls even in tho 
limiting case of an infinite Rcynolds number (inviscid fllrid). 
Hoivever, a j O  as Re-+ for tlie Blnsi~ts flow, or wlicri lieat 
is withclrawn from the fluid. This bdluvior is in complr>to 
agreement with the results obtairled in scction 4 and in 
reference 8. 
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A comparison between the curres of a& against R, for 
TI= 1.25 and T,=0.70 at  31,=0.'70 shows that m-ithdramkg 
heat from the fluid not only stabilizes the flon- by increasing 
RI but also great11 reduces the range of unstable wave 
"m:x 
numbers (a@). On the other hand, the addition of heat to 
the fluid through the solid surface greatly increases the range 
of unstable ware numbers. 
I t  should also be noted that for giren values of aa, c, 
and Re the time frequencies of the boundary-layer clisturb- 
auces in the high-speetl flow of a gas are considerably greater 
than the frequencies of the familiar Tollmien Kaves obserrecl 
in IOK-speed flow. The  actual time frequency n* expressed 
nondimensionally is as  foJJom-s: 
- 
I L * V ~ *  - CEO 
-- -- 
 (v , , * I2  25R0 
Ges as For @ten d u e s  of c. a#, and Ra the frequency increa- 
the square of Lhe free-stream ~eIoci ty.  . 
D. IASTABILJTP O F  LAMISAR E G U h D A R Y  LAYER & A D  TRbSSITI05 T O  
TUILBCLEXT FLOR 
The vaIue of RoC7 obtainrd from the stability ani~lgsis 
m in 
for a given laminar boundary-Ia~er f lor  is the ralue of the 
R e p o l d s  number at ~i-hich self-excited distirbances fast 
appear in the boun t l a r~  layer. -Is Prandtl (reference 12)  
rarefuIIy pointer1 out,  these initiaI clisturbullces are not 
t irbulence, in any sense. brrt sIorrIy grovring oscilla t ions. 
The  value of the Reynolds number at  xi-LLich boimdary- 
layer disturbances propagated along the surface n-iLl be 
amplified to a suEc.ient estent to cause turbulence must be 
larger than RCrrAe in a n 1  case; for the insulated flat-phte 
flow a t  IOK speeds and w-ith no pressure gradient, the tran- 
sition RernoIds number Batl is found to be t h e e  to seten 
times as large as  the ta lue  of Roc, (references 6 ancl 7 ) .  
RI'R 
The vaIue of Retl depends not only on Rem but also on 
m :n 
the initial magnitude of the disturbances with the most 
" dangerous" frequencies (those ~ i t h  greatest ampl3cation), 
on the rate of amplification of these disturbances, and on the 
physical process (as yet u n l i n o ~ n )  by it-hich the quasi- 
stiltionfiv laminar flow is fiuaIl1 destroyed bp  the amplSed 
o s c ~ a t i o m .  (See, for example, references 16 and 17.) The  
results of the stability anaI~s is  nevertheless permit certain 
genera1 statenlents to be made concerning the effect of 
free-stream Mach number and thermal conditions at the 
soLid surface on transition. The basis for these statements is 
summarized as follows: 
t 11 Ln man1 problems of techuical interest in aeronautics 
the Ievel of free-stream turb~dence (magnitude of initial 
disturbances) is s&cientl_t- Iow so that the origin of transition 
is a I ~ ~ - a ~ s  to be found in the instability of the laminar bound- 
a q -  Iayer. I n  other rrords. the ralue of Re,,,,,, is an absolute 
lower limit for transition. 
( 2 )  The effect of the he-s t ream Mach number and the 
thermal conditions at  the solid surface on the stability limit 
(RecFsm) is oremhelmbg.  For esample, for Jfo=0.70, the -- 
rnIue of Re,,mb ~ ~ h e n  T1=0.'70 (heat v i i t h J r a ~ ~ n  from fluid) 
is more than SO times as  great as  the ralue of RemsIR rrhen 
TI= 1.25 (heat acided to fluid). 
- - 
(3) The maximum rate of ampIification of the self-excited 
bounclary-la_rer disturbances propagated along the surface 
raries roughly as l/l~~er.,,.. (This approximation agrees 
closely ~ i t h  the numerical results obtained b_v Pretsch 
(reference 18) for the case of an incompressible flirid.) The 
effect of n i t h d r a ~ i n g  heat from the fluid, for example, is 
not only to increase Re,,,l, and stabilize the Ban- in that 
manner but aIso to decrease the initial rate of amplification 
of the unstabIe disturbances. In other words, for a given 
lerel of free-stream t urbnlence, the inter-ial between the 
&st appearance of self-excited disturbances ancl the onset of 
A A 
'transition is expected to be much longer for a relatively 
stable £ion-, for ~ - & c h  Re,,,,, is large, than for a relatiteIy 
1mstabIe floiv, for ~ & c h  RecFm, is small mil the initial rate 
of amplification is large. 
On the basis of these observations, transition is delayed . 
- (R8,,  increased) by n - i t h t l r a ~ t - ~  heat from the fluid through -- 
the solid surface mct is adranced b_r adding heat to the fluid 
though  the solid snrface, as comparrd ~ i t h  the insulated 
srrface at  the same Siach number. For the insulated surface, 
transition occurs e~ r l i e r  as  the Mach number is increased, as 
conrp:rs 1 n ith the fiat-plate BOLL- a t  very Ion- Slach numbers. 
.,,hen the free-stream relocity at  the ?dge of the boundary 
layer is supersonic, transition nerer occurs if the rate of heat 
sritficlra~al from the fluid through the solid surface reaches 
or exceeds a criti(8d t a l u ~  that depends on11 on the S f a c t -  
number (section 6B and figs. 7 and S). - -- 
A comparison betn-een the results of the present awdysis 
ancl measurements of transition is possible only  hen the -
- 
free-stream pressure gradient is zero or is held &xed while the 
free-stream Mach number or  the thermal conditions at  the 
solid surface are varied. Liepmann and Fila (reference 19) 
ha re  measurect the morement of the transition point on a 
flat plate at  a rery 1m- free-stream relocity when heat is 
applied to the surface. They found by means of the hot-wire 
anemometer that  R,.,, declined from 5XlOVor tho insdated 
surface to a d u e  of approximately ?)(lo5 for T1=1.36 wheu 
- 
- -- - 
!(-' was 0.17 percent, the level of free-stream tr~rbdence  1 (a2 1 0 .  
or to a raiue of 3XlO"heieii 1 F=0.05 Uo i percent and 
TI= 1.40. The  ralue of Re,, cleclines from 470 (appros.] to 
300 (approx.) in the first case and to 365 in the second. 
Frick and SlcCullough (reference 20) obserred the varia- 
tion in the transition RepolcLs number when heat is applied 
to the upper surface of rn S-1C.A 65, 2-016 airfoil a t  the nose 
section alone, a t  the section just ahead of the minimum pres- 
s r r e  station, and for the entire laminar run. J R e n  heat is 
appliecl only to the nose section, the transition Reynolds 
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nurnl>er (de ternlined by to tal-pl~essure-tube measuremen ts) 
was practically unchanged. Near tlie nose, R~<<R~cr,,, 
and tlie strong favorable pressure gradient in the region of 
the stagnation point stabilizes the laminar boundary layer 
to such an extent that the addition of heat to the fluid lias 
only a negligible effect. TT%en lieat is applied, however, to 
the section just ahead of tlle minimum pressure point, where 
the pressure gradients are moderate, the transition Reynolds 
nurnbcr Ro,, declined to a salue of 1190 for Tl=1.14, com- 
pared with a value of 1600 for tlie insuIated surface. TT%en 
heat is applied to the entire laminar run, ROlr declined to a 
value of 1070 for TI =1.14. 
It would be interesting to investigate experimentally the 
stabilizing effect of a ~vithdrawal of heat from the fluid a t  
supersonic velocities. At. any rate, on the basis of the 
results obtained in the experimental investigations of the 
effect of heating on transition a t  lox  speeds, tlie results of 
the st,ability anaIysis give the proper direction of this effect. 
7. STABILITY OF LAMINAR BOUNDARY-LAYER FLOW OF 
A GAS WITH A PRESSURE GRADIENT IN THE DIRECTION 
OF THE FREE STREARl 
For the case of an inconlpressible fluid, Pretsch (reference 9) 
has show11 that  even wit11 a pressure gradient in tlie 
direction of the free st'ream, tlle local mean-velocity distri- 
bution across the boundary layer completely determines t , l~e 
stability characteristics of the local Ianlinar boundary-layer 
flow a t  large Reynolds numbers. From physical considera- 
tions this statement should apply also to the compressible 
Auid, provicted only the stability of the flow in tlie boundary 
layer is consiclered and not the possible interaction of the 
boundary layer and tlie ~nairl "external" flow. Further 
study is required to settle this question. 
If only the locaI mean velocity-temperature distribution 
across the boundary layer is found to be significant. for 
laminar stability in a compressible fluicl, the criterions ob- 
tained in the present paper and in reference 8 are then irn- 
mediately appIicable to laminar boundary-layer gas flox\-s in 
which there is a free-stream pressure gradient. Tlie quanti- 
tative effect of a pressure gradient on laminar stability couId 
be readily determined by ~neans  of tlie approximate estimate 
of Rs,,, (equation (70)) in terms of the distribution of 
dw the quantity p - across the bounctary layer. Such calcula- dy 
t,ions (unprrblished) have already been carried out by 
Dr.  C. C. Lin of B r o ~ ~ n  Ti iversity for the incompressible fluid 
by means of the approximate estimate of Ra=,,,,, given in 
reference 5, part 111. 
In any event, the cjualitative effect of a free-stream pres- 
dw 
sure graclient 011 the local distribution of p- across the dv 
boundary layer is evidently the same in a compressible Auid 
as in an inconipressible fluid. If  the effect of the local 
pressure gradient alone is considerecl, the velocity distribu- 
tion across thc boundary Iayer is "fuller" or more convex for 
accelerated tliar~ for rrniform flow and, conrersely, less 
convex for deceleratecr flow. Thus, from the results of tile 
present paper the effect of a negative pressure gradient on 
the laminar boundary-layer flow of gas is stabilizing, so far 
as the local mean velocity-temperature distribution is con- 
cerned, while a positjive pressure gradient is des tal)ilizing. 
For the incompressible fluid, this fact. is wcll-cstal)lishtl(l by 
the Rayleigh-Tollmien criterion (reference 3), thc ~7-orI; of 
Heisenberg (reference 1) and Lin (reference 51, and a rnass of 
detailed calculations of stability limits from the curves of a 
against R for the neutral disturbances. These calcultltious 
\irere recently carried out by  several German investigators 
for a comprehensive series of pressure gradient profiles. 
(See, for example, references 9 and 21.) 
Some-idea of the relative influence on laminar staljility of 
t,he thermal conditions a t  the solid surface and the free-stwarn 
pressure gradient is obtained from the equations of mc.an 
motion. A t  the surface, 
I n  n region of small or moderate pressure ~rat i ienls  
- - 
d w  the d i ~ t r i b u t ~ i o ~ ~  of -- is sensitive to tho d;v 
thermal conditions a t  the solid surface. For exnlllple, tllc 
chordwise position of the point of instability of the laminar 
bounclary layer on an  airfoil ~vitll a Rat. distribution 
is expected to be strongly irduenced by heat conduction 
tIlrougT1 the surface. (See reference 20.) For tllv insulntcd 
surface, the equations of mean motion yield tllc folloivi~lg 
relation (appendis D), which cIoes not irlvolvc the prcL. 'ssure 
gradient explici tIy : 
The effect of "aeroclyriamic heating" a t  the sui-face opposes 
the effect of a favorable pressure gradient so fnr as the dis- 
dw tribution of p - across tlie boundary layer is conrcrnctl d~ 
(equations (79) and (80)). Tlle relative yirantitativcb illflu- 
ence of these two effects on lanlinttr stability can only be 
settled by actual calculations of the I amin~r  bouncIary-layer 
flow in a compressible fluid with a free-stream pressure 
graclient. B nletllod for the calculation of sucli flo~c~s orcr 
an  insulated surface is given in reference 22. 
qThen ~ I L C  local free-stream veIocity a t  the etfgc of the 
boundary layer is supersonic, a negative pressurc grndicnt 
can llave a clccisive effect on laminar stability. The Iocal 
laminar boundary-layer flow over an insulated surfacc, for 
example, is expected t'o be completely stltklr wllchn the mng- 
nitude of the local negative pressure gradient rcaches or 
exceeds a criticd value t.hat depends only on the local LInch 
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number and the properties of the gas. The critical magni- 
tude of the pressure gradient is that n-hich makes the quantity 
d du> $ ( P ~ )  s&eiently large negatirely near the surface so that 
1 
when c=l--. 
It has already been shott-n in th; present paper than when 
310>3 Cappros.) the Iaminar boundar1-layer flow with a 
uniform free-stream ~eloci ty  is completel-y stabIe under free- 
flight conditions vihen the solid surface is in thermal equi- 
librium, that is, when the heat conducted from the fluid to 
the surface baIances the heat radiated from the surface (sec- 
tion 6B). The laminar boundary-layer flow for thermal 
equilibrium should be completely stable for J&>lll,, say, 
where 31S<3 if there is a negative pressure gradient in the 
direction of the free stream. Favorable pressure gradients 
exist over the forward part of sharp-nosed airfoils and bodies 
of revolution rnoring a t  supersonic velocities, and the limits 
of stability ( R B ~ ~ , ~ ~ )  of the Iaminar boundary layer shotdd 
be calculated in such cases. 
From a study of the stabitit1 of the laminar boundary 
layer in a compressible fluid, the folloning concIusions were 
reached : 
1. I n  the compressible fluid as in the incompressible fluid, 
the influence of viscosity on the laminar boundary-layer flow 
of a gas is destabilizing a t  very large Reynolds numbers. 
If the free-stream velocity is subsonic, any laminar boundary- 
layer flovi of gas is unstable a t  suEtientIy high Reynolds 
numbers. 
2. Regardless of the free-stream SIach number, if the 
product bf the mean den5it.y and the mean r0rticit.y has an  
1 
extremum ($ ( p  $) vanishes) for some ralue of w>l-- LK 
(where ?u is the ratio of mean t-elocity component parallel 
to the surface to the free-stream velocity, and where Jfo is 
the free-stream Slach number) the flovi is unstable at sufh- 
ciently high Reynolds numbers. 
3. The actual limit of stabihtp of laminar boundary-layer 
flon-, or the minimum critical Reynolds number RR~,,,,~~, is 
determined largely by the distribution of the product of the 
mean density and the mean vorticity across the boundar-y 
layer. An approximate estimate of RecTmin s obtained that 
serres as a criterion for the influence of free-stream Mach 
number and thermal conditions a t  the soLid surface on 
Iaminar stability. For zero pressure gradient, this estimate 
reads as follo~vs: 
where T is the ratio of temperature a t  a point within the 
boundary Iayer to free-stream temperature, TI is the ratio 
of temperature a t  the solid surface to the free-stream tem- 
perature, and c, is the value of c (the ratio of phase ye- 
locity of disturbance to the free-stream velocity) for ~ h i c h  
(1-2X)a=0.5S0. The functions Z(C) and X(c) are defined as 
follo~\-s :
where 
n nondimensional distance from surface ( y*l i)- -: 
vo x 
4. On the basis of the stability criterion in conclusion 3 
and a study of the equations of mean motion, the effect of 
adding heat to the fluid through the solid surface is to - 
reduce Rema, and to destabilize the ffovc-, as comparecf e t h  
the flow over an  insulated surface at. the same Slach number. .. - 
Kithclraning heat through the solid surface has exactly the 
opposite effect. The d u e  of B~,mafor the Iaminar boundary- 
layer f l o ~  over an  insulated surface decreases as the 
Mach number increases, and the f l o ~  is destabilized, as 
compared v3th the BIasius flow a t  Iow speeds. 
5. m e n  the free-stream velocity is supersonic, the lami- 
nar boundary layer is completely stabilized if the rate a t  
uhich heat is 11-itltdram from the fluid through the solid 
surface reaches or exceeds a certain critical ralue. The - 
critical rate of heat transfer, for which R ~ c r m i n - + ~ 7  is 
that irhich makes the quantity su£&eiently lnrgs 
negativel~ near the surface so that. [I-2X(c)] c(e) =0.580 
r h e n  c=e,=l---- Calculations for several supersonic 31" 
Mach numbers betrl-een 1.30 and 5.00 show that for +1f0>3 
(approx.) the critical rate of heat withrlran-a1 for laminar 
s t ab i l i t~  is n - i t h  the order of rna,&ude of the culculated 
rate of heat conduction through the solid surface that bal- - -  
antes the heat radiated from the surface under free-flight 
conditions. Thus, for -110>3 (approx.) the laminar boundary- 
layer flovi for thermal equilibrium is completely stable 
at all Re_molcls numbers in the absence of a positire (adverse) 
pressure gradient in the direction of the free stream. - 
- 
6. Detailed calculations of the curves of x a r e  number 
(interse xa-re length) against Reynolds number for the 
neutral bounclary-lager disturbances for 10 representative 
cases of insulatecl and noninsulated surfaces s h o ~  that also 
at subsonic speeds the quantitatisre effect on stability of 
the thermal conditions a t  the solid surface is verF large. 
For example, at a Sfach number of 0.70, the value of RI,, 
is 63 r h e n  TI=1.25 (heat added to fluid), R~,,mEs=126 
vihen TI= 1.10 (insulatecl surface), and R B , ~ ~ =  5 150 when 
TI=0.70 (heat withdrawn from fluid). Since R,.= 2.25R02, 
the effect on R,l,,mln is even greater. 
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7. The results of the analysis of the stability of laminar 
boundary-layer flow by the linearized nletliod of small per- 
turbations must be applied with care to predictions of 
transition, ~ ~ - h i c h  is a nonlinear phenomenon of a different 
order. TT'itlldra~ing heat from the fluid tlrlrougll the solid 
surface, however, not only increases RS,,,~, but  decreases 
the initial rate of amplification of the self-excited disturb- 
ances, which is rdiighlg proportional to 11 JR~,,,,; addition 
of lieat to the fluid through the solid surface has the opposite 
effect. Thus, i t  can be concluded that (a) transition is 
delayed (Rs,, increased) by  xi-itlidrawing lieat from the fluid 
and aclvanced by adding heat to the 3ui4 througli the soIic1 
surface, as compared with the insulated surface a t  the same 
Xlacb number, (b) for the insulated surface, transition 
occurs earlier as the Mach number is increased, and (c) when 
the free-stream relocity is supersonic, transition nerer 
ocLculs if the rate of ileal withdrawal from the Auicl tlxrough 
the soIid surface reaches or exceeds the critical value for 
n ~ h i c l ~  Recrmin+ CO. (See conclusion 5.) 
Unlike lanliriar instability, transition to turbuIent flow in  
tlie boundary layer is not n purely local phenomenon but, 
depcnds on the previous history of the flow. The qunntita- 
tiva effect of thermal conditions a t  the solid surface on 
transition clepends on the existing pressure graclient in the 
direction of tllc free stream, on the part of the solid surface 
to ~vhieh heat is appliecl, and so forth, as ~ r ~ e l l  as on the 
initial magnitude of tile disturbances ilerel of free-stream 
turbulence). 
,4 comparison between conclusion 7 (a), based on the 
results of the stabiIity analysis, and experimental investi- 
I gations of the effect of surface heating on transition a t  low 
I speeds shows that the results of the present pttper girc tllc 
proper direction of this effect. 
8. The results of the present study of laminar stcitililg 
can be extended to include laminar boundary-Inycr ilu~rs 
of a gas in which there is a pressure graclient in tIic tfircction 
3f the free stream. Although furtlier study is required, it 
is presumed that  onIy tlip Iocal nrean velocity-tsr~~pc~ra f r re
distribution determines tqe stability of the 10c;ll bour~drtry- 
layer f l o ~ ~ .  If that should be the case, tlic effect, of a pressurc 
gradient on laminar stability corild be easily calculatcd 
through its effect on the local clistribution of thc l>rarluct 
of mean density and mean vorticity across tlw bountlrtry 
layer. 
TJThen the free-stream velocity at, the (' cdgcJ' of tllc. t)ountI- 
ary layer-is supersonic, by analogy with t I io  staLiIizing 
effect of a m-ithdrawal of Ileltt from tllp fluid, i t  is es~)c~clecl 
that  the laminar boundary-layer flow is complctc~ly stable 
a t  all R_eynolds numbers when the negntive (farorable) 
pressure gradient reaches or exceeds a certitirl c-riticul raluc 
that depenrls only on the lfacli  number an11 tlla gropt~r.ticls 
of the gas. The laminar boundary-layer. flow over a surlurc 
in thermal ecjuilibrium sllouIc1 be cornplcti4y sttrLI(! for 
iI4,>i7fs, say, where ~11~<3  if there is n ~lrgativc prcssrwe 
gradient in the tli~.ection of the free stream. 
CALCULATIOS OF INTEGRALS APPEARTSG IN THE INVISCID SOLUTIONS 
I n  order to caIculate the limits of stability of the IaoJnar boundary layer from reIations (21) to (29) between the ralues 
of phase velocit~-, wat-e number, and R e p o l d s  number, it is Erst necessary to calculate the ralues of the integrals ICl, 
I&, Hz,  1V2, M3, 'Y3, and so forth, which appear in the expressions for the inviscid solutior~s pl(y) and ssfg) ancl their 
deriratives a t  the edge of the boundary l a e r .  These integrals are as folIon-s (equations (13)) (9), ancI (10)): 
Yi T-,W?u~--c)' n (~I- -C)MP'  T--Jio'(ZL'-~j' 
-kxx-cjz dy [ pTpdy[ 
r $ 1  r pi c F (w-c)" d!I 
anct so forth. 
Terms of higher order than a3 in the series expressions for and 9 are neglected. E l e n  a<l, the error involved is 
ir 
small because the terms in the series decline like -. Even for a> I ,  however, this appro-ximation is just5ed, at  least 
l l !  
for the values of c that appear in the stability calcrrlations for the 10 representatire cases selected in the present paper. 
' [ ' Ik-' multipli~d by For example, the leading term in R. P. lY%+I(~), d e r e  k=2,3, . . ., is appro-ximately -- - k! 3(.1-c! 
the Ieading term in R .  P. ;Y~[C). The quantity in the brackets is at  most 0.12 in the present cnlculations; for example, 
R .  P. ,Y5(cl ~ 0 . 0 6  R. P. X3(c ) .  SIoreot-er, R .  P. K2t(c)=(l-c) R. P. ,Yz,,jc). Similar approximate relations exist 
Lett!-een R .  P. Ih,(ci and R. P. It13ici; and, in addition, R.  P. -113(c)=(l--c) R. P. -Y3(c) 20.015 R. P. LY2(c), a t  most. - 6 
The only integral for which the b a g i n a r ~  part is calculated is lir(c'l. At the end of this appendix, it is shon-D that 
the contributions of the i m a g i n q  parts of H2, .Us, ancl 1Y3 are negIigible in comparison v5th the contribution of I. P. K1(c). 
CESERAL FLAX OF CALCLZATIOS 
Themethod of calculation adopted must ttil-e into account 
the fact that  the value of a t  the point y=yc, 
 here W=C,  strongly iduences  the stability of the laminar 
boundary layer. Accordingly, the integrals are broken into 
t ~ o  parts; for example, 
= K I 1 \ ~ )  +Kr2(e) -Xo2 
where yf>y,. T h e  integral KII(c), which inrolres  [$ (p %)I , is calculated verj- accurately, ~ h e r r a s  li,%(c) 
lc=c 
is calculated by a more approximate method as foIlows: 
This integral is evaluated as a potyer series in c. The  velocity 
profile ~t . (y )  is approximated by a parabolic arc plus a 
straigh t-line segment for pw2oses of integration. In the more 
complex integrals H?, J&, and ATs, the indefinite integrals 
dy are evaluated by 21 or  41 r ' 2  d y  and 
v,  ("- c)2 
point numerical integration b r  means of Simpson's rule. 
The  values of z~l(y) are read from the relocity profiles of 
figures 1 and 2. The ralue of y,-y,=a is 0.40 in the present, 
series of calculations; this talue is chosen so that the point 
y=y, is never too close to the singularity a t  y-y, Take 
The integral k,,(c), or the hdeeni te  integral dY 
that appears in Hz, M3, and AT3, is evaluated by expanding 
3.57 
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the integrand in a Taylor's series-in y-yc and then integrat- / and 
ing the series terrn l>y tcrm. The path of integration must 
be taken below the point y=yc in the complex y-plane. 
Instead of calculat~ing the values of the velocity and tem- 
perature ~Ierivat~ives w,(") and TC(") directly, it is simpler 
to relate these derivatives to their values a t  the surface by 
Taylor's series of the form 
The derivatives a t  the surface wl(") and TI(") are calculated 
from t'lre equations of mean motion (appendix B) . 
The integraI Kl1(c), for example, is finally obtained as a 
power series in y,-y,=s and in yj-yc=a-u, plus terms 
involving log u. The phase velocity c is related to c by 
where 
Terms up to the order of a5 are retained in order to include 
all terms involving w?". 
DETAILED CALCULATIONS 
In  order to i l l~s t~ra te  the method, the evaluation of IC,(c) 
is given in some detail, as follows: 
(1) Evaluation of Kl(c) : 
(a) Define 
T The function -, is developed in a Taylor's series around the 
IC, 
point w=c as follows: 
TVII ere 
i c =  I 
The coefficients are expressed in terrrls of derivatives 
of T and w at  y=yl as fo l lo~s :  
D e h e  
(The method adopted for the cnlculation of . f k n ( y l )  from tI1e 
velocity and temperature derivatives wlCj) and T,(f' is give11 
a t  the encl of this appendix.) 
From the expression for K,, (c), 
2 
=r [fl(ul) +fffl'(?iI) + . . +5! fli,*(gl)] 
and 
R. P. ~ , ~ ( c ) + ~ = e ~ + c ~ u + c ~ 2 +  W1 . . . +c,$+ 
~ v h  ere 
~ = Y c - Y 1  
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The velocity profile w(y) is approximated b 1  a parabolic 
arc in the interval 0.40 Sy-y IS  y3-y, and by a straight 
line (w=Co~l~ tan t=w(y~) )  in the in t e r rd  ?/3-yISy-y1 5 1.0. 
The value of g3 is determined by imposing the condition 
that  the area meter the parabolic-arc straight-line 
segment equals the area under the actual velocity profiIe 
~ ( y )  in the interval 0.40 S y- y, S 1.0. The paraboIic 
arc w=2+m(y-y1)+n(y-y,)Vs determined bj- the 
follon-ing conditions: n-hen y=y,<l, 
ishen y=y, and yj-yl=O.iO, 
~vhere w(yj) is read off the relocity profiIe of figures 1 and 2. 
The value of y, is chosen so tha t  the parabolic arc £its the 
velocity curve w(y) closely orer  the n-idest possible range. 
For ~ = l ,  
Therefore - 
7-1 
QE= T I ( I ~ . + ~ ~ J E + ~  -[(TI- 1) -  J&'] (It+l-kJk+.~) - 
where 
and 
Ik is eraIuated by approximating w(y) by a parabolic arc 
as fo l lo~s :  
where d=m2-4En. 
As a control in the calculation of the series expression 
5 ak(kf l ) ck  for K15(e), use is made of the fact that,  from 
t = o  
the deh i t ion  of Ik and Jk,  




The remainder after N terms in the series for K12(( is giren 
appro-ximately b - ~  [(AT+ 1) term] 
The real part of K1(c) is obtained by combiuing the results 
of (a) and (b) ; that is, 
(2) Evaluation of H ~ ( c )  : 
The integrand of this integral is free of singdarities in the 
region of the complex y-plane bormded by y=yl and y=y,; 
therefore, H1(cj is e~a lua ted  by purely numerica1 integration. 
The actual procedure employed for the calculation of in- 
tegrals of this type is as fo l Io~s :  (The integral H1(e) serves 
as an  illustration.) 
(a) D e h e  
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where 
all rl 
(6) TTTitli the approximation that the viscosity varies IinearIy 
\\-it11 tlre absolute temperature, the velocity zu is the same 
function of the no1~clirnensiona1 stream frulction [ as in the 
Blasius floiv; that  is, 
where 5- is defined by tlie relation ~ l [ = ~ w  dq (appendix B)  . 
From these relatiolls 
pwndq= [W (l) 1 "-Id<= [ w B ( v B )  1 n ( j ~ B  
since d{=wB dq,. hioreover, 
d l  clq=-- = T(wB)dqB 
P W ( ~ )  
Scc appendix B. (Iuciden t alIy, the last rclai.iorl shows the 
effect of free-stream hfnch number and tlicrmnl conditious 
a t  the solicl surface on the "thickness" of the boundnry 
laycr .) 
(3) Evaluation of .W?(C): 
T !l (w-c)" 1 = d y d y - 2 y  !A . w l  d y ! y r l  T 
where 1 
for. u=1. 
(c) Finally, from tlie reIatioris given in (b), 
(a) The integral N Z 2 ( c )  is evaluated hy rnetliotls similar to 
those aheady outlined for the evaluation of TIl(c). Tllirs 
1 7  I 
where b, is the value of 6 A/-- fa r  the Blnsius flon~. i I =Ji"dl p ~ ' d ~ - 2 e ~ ~ d y ~ ~ ~ ~ w d y + - c ~ [ ~ ~ d ~  sup r/y v,,*2* , Y l  . p i  . , 
the insulated surfaces, bo, which is somex~Lat arbitrary, t ~ a s  
chosen as 5.60 ; whereas for the i~oninsulatecl surfaces, I ([ ~ d ~ ~ j : ~  W B Z ~ ~ B -  2cJ: T ~ V ~ J : '  vjB dl ,  -1- 
b,=6.00. (The value of W B  a t  qB=5.60 is 0.9950; when 
qB=6.00, wB=0.9975. The value of b for the insulated 
surfaces is the vaIue of 17 a t  tvhich w=O.9950; whereas b for 
the noninsuIated surfaces is the value of q for which 
w=0.9975.) The advantage of this procedure is that  the 
integrals ( 'bowBndqB are calculated once and for all and tile 
J 0 
value of depends only upor] the values of b and c. 
In fact, 
since 
Tlle nine iutegri~ls in the esprcssion for 1'2,(~) are cvalutltctl 
by numerical integration using Simpson's rulc. 





c,2d,,=bo- 1% l / & ) B - ( a l / ~ )  v0*z* y , * Z ~  =bo-2.3917 T 
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The iutegraI H212(c) is evaIuated as folIoi~s: 
(2~'-  c1 
a(w-c)2 
= J ' " L d "  f, (XI-c)" r d y -  
= ut 
2 ( j y J g 2  {ZQ-C)' la" T d?/ r ~r (w-c) F 
But y2  




Br T #' ( Z L ' - - C ~ ~  
H ~ 1 2 ~ c ) = l G 2 ( c l H l @ i -  r. f I* lW-d~ T ~ Y  
Define 
where 
(ZL' ' ) n  no=* 
1-12 bl= -- ( ~ 7 1 ' ) ~  3 
f2 ( ! / I )  a 
" ~ ~ o ( Y I )  
TI' l"f2fbr)2,  l j2(~1)fo'(Y1) , l f r ( ~ 1 )  - --- n - -  - 
- 13 ~ o ( y l ) j 2  4 3 fob1) I 
4 
T I Pic) = [ j--ji G(y;c)dy 
, Y, l o - C  el=- 
( ~ J I ( Y ! >  fO'(Yl> ? 1 f ; ~ Y 1 ~ f o r ( ~ l )  r 1 j E I f f b 1 )  
= -  f 1 9 fo(Yd fo(yd ' 18 fobi) 
where 
"w-c)' C(~;C)= r T d q  
r 4  
T 
and 
(TI- 1) --V: 2 ] 10-^1-1~1:w~ 2 
The integral P ( c )  is eraluatecl b ~ -  numerical integration using 
Simpson's d e :  the reqnired d u e s  of w are read directly 
off the relocity profiles of figures 1 and 2 .  Finally, 
Hzlltc! =K12(~)  E l ( c ) - P ( c )  
The integral H 2 i 1 ( ~ )  k eraluated in e s a c t l ~  the same Kay as 
IG (G) where 
t w - c ~ ~  ' p 
-T-= iw:)2(y-yJ2 ( T )  
. , 
and 
w,Ir u?,f" S ( y )  = l + r n ( y - y J  + m ( y - ~ c ) ' +  . - . 
R. P. (cf ]= (boa2 f e,ag+doa4 f noa5) 4- 
d 
" - ~ ~ o ( Y I )  1 6 f 0 ( ~ 1 )  
1 f z ' b  ) 1 fi(5/1) fo f (yd 1 Be' 2 d----  T!' 
- 12 jo(yl\ + 1 ~ f , ( ~ , )  f o ( ~ ~ )  [T+8i4'-2ii2f-- Tl 
~ ( b ~ a ' +  c 1 2 $  dla4-2ab0-3a2c,--4a3do-5a4no) f 
1 2 . ' ( b f l 2 f  ~ f i ~ - - 2 a b ~ - 3 a % ~ - 4 a ~ d ~ - - +  3aco+ 6a2do+ 10a3n0) $ 3 
2(b3a2-2ub2-3a2c2+3ac,+6a2d,+po-4ad,-1Oa2n0+a3) + 
$(--2ab3+ 3ac,+p,-4ad,+po+5ano+a,) + 
- 
9 
I BJrlZ TI ' TI " 
a=-m[T 3~/ -2 i i , r - -2L42-+2~1  TI T I  (%'- 
TI"' TI" TI' 
-'5 ---4 
Ti ' 7 '1  TI 
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1 (a) The integrd 3132(c) is eraluatect in much the same n.t~y 
as H22 ( c )  ; that is, 
Q3JLa(c) = ~ w ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ J , ~  J:B T w B ~ ~ B  dnB- 
2~ J q B  Twa dnB dnB+ 
J;wB d q B , T , T B  TwB2dv. dnB) + 
c2 ( i b n d v B S , r  l' T w B ~ ~ T B  d ~ s  + 
r W B 2 d n B l :  TnB dn,+ 
4 r W B  d V B l : l B ~ w B  d?L? dnB)- 
where bo has the  same meaning as  in the evtilrlation of Ii22(c> 
and where 
T=T(wB)=T1- ( ~ ~ - l j - ~ ~ f ; ~  w ~ - - ~ ~ ~ ~ v ~ ~ ~  2 ] 
The integrals in I J ~ ~ ~ C C )  are evaluated by 11unlerica1 intcgrn- 
tion using Simpson's rule. T'alues of w ,  are tulicn from tlle 
table in appendix B. 
(b )  For convenience, the irlt~gral -Jf31(c) is trarlsformecl as 
follon~s : 
where 
(4) Ev~luat~ion f Ad(c): / It is recognized that 
FinalIy, 
R. P. N2(c) =R. P. H211(~) +HzI2@) - i l&2H~,(~) 
yz (w-cI2 T_ "w-c)" 
~ ~ 3 1 ( ~ ) = 1 ~  7 d y r -  d y l l  -T d ~  
T 
~1~~~ (c)  = l: sc d y l :  T;T d y r  Lf . ( w - c ) ~  ~ 7 d ~  
. 11 
y2 ( W - C ) ~  L1 T- dy = $I, (c )  
T "W - c)" 
(w-c)l d y J 1  -T-- d ~ = a , , ( e )  J: -
By additional transformations, the following eciuatio~ls are 
obtained: 
J 4 l a ( c )  =% ( ~ ) P ( c )  - Q(c)  and 
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where Q(e)=SI' ( w - ~ ) ~  T p2 (w-c) 
r* T d y L -  dyJ 7 d y  
The integral Q(c) is evaluated bj- numerical integration 
using Simpson's rule; P(c) is evaIualed in the calcuIation 
of E?~(C).  
The integral L113,1 jcj is obtained in esactlj- the same way 
as Krr(c) and H211(c) ; that. is, 
It can be s h o w  that  the second and third integrals are 
identical ; therefore, 
Lx (c) = A; (c) - 2.3f02hT32 (c) + BIO4.AT~(c) 
 here 
(a) The integral AT3,(c) is evaluated by numericaI integra- 
tion in a manner similar to H, (c) , H2, (c) , and U3, jc) ; that  is, 
where 
The integraIs in .iV3,(c) are evaluated by numerical integration 
in a manner similar to that wed  in the evaluation of JIsz(c), 
and so forth. Most of the integrals will already hare been 
evaluated in the calculation of Hl(c), H&), and -tr,,(e). 
(bj For conrenience, AT3?(cj is broken darn as fo l lo~s :  
Let 
rZT32 (c) =A73zL (c) f A$z2 (c) -AT& (c) 
where 
Now. 
Since y2- yl= 1 .O, and 
it is found that 
x323(~) =P(cf -P1(c) 
where - - 
and 
P,(c) is et-aluated by numerical integration using Simpson's 
rule. Define 
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Since 
and 
it is recognized tha t '  
Y? (w-cJ2 
1 (Y - y l )  d y = b  J p  (w- c) 'dnL7dn =& [J (d -?ew+ c') dn 
u2 (w-c)' (y -y l )dy=$ (LbY w B : d n B I B  T dnB- Z C ~ '  W B  d v B l B  T dud+ c ~ J "  dnB f" T d V B )  
0 , o  
vr (w-c)* [ ( y -y l )  is evaluated by ,ylrurnrrical integration in enae~ly  the s t m e  ivny as  N3,(e) .  The integral ---- . Y l  
The  integral N321 (c)  is- transformed as follo~vs: 
Bu t  
and 
so that  
where 
T y (w-c)" 
= Jyr d ~ j ' ,  -F ( Y - Y ~ )  dzj 
The integral Jzll (c) is evaluated in the same may as Kl l ( c ) .  
Thus 
Finally 
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After sereraI transformations, the integraI ~Zi,,<c) is brought into a more eon~enient  form 






The integral -3i31,(c) is eraluated by numerical integration using Simpson's rule. Some of the integrations have ahead1 
been performed. The integral is g i ~ e n  as 
1" "w- c)" ' 
dq ix13(e1 = ~ l . ~ ~  m- d'S,.:a T'~1.~ 
The integral :Y311(cj is evaIuatecl in exactly the same ~ a - j -  as K I I ( c ) ;  that is, 
- - 
1 1 1 
iv3IL(e)=- ( a - ~ ) ~  I ' - ' f a b l ) +  3 2 [ ~ e i o ~ ~ I ~ - K j o f ~ l ~ ] + ~ 5  [@l-Po)io(yI) + p o h f ( y l )  - B ~ ~ / ( Y ~ ] )  -jin(a-G~ l 2 ~ -  
3 L n ( a - ~ )  1 a2 1 1 a2 1 
'a-ml -A+-- a-o ( - d l n r i F f o ( y 3  -a[3pPo.fo(yl) - E ~ X ( ~ ~ ) ] + ; F + C  - ~ f a ~ y l ~ + a 2 [ p o ~ o ~ o ( ? r 1 ~  + B f l ( y r ) ] -  
- 
tz3 I 1 .  a2 1 3a" 3 E - Q ~ F ~ + ~  j - 3 j o ( ~ i ~ + i l ~ o f ( y ~ - a  ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ y ~ ~ + p ~ ~ ~ ~ y ~ ~ + ~ i ~ ~ y ~ ~ ] + a ~ ~ + ~ i - F j ~  A 
1 a I 
g' [ p 0 h f ~ J  -3jof(yJ -3f2(yl) - i f o i f  ( y I )  - a ( ~ + ~ ) ] + ~ ~ [ @ I - ~ o l f o ( ~ l r )  f P O ~ O ' ( Y I )  - g i o " ( y ~ ) ] ) + h  ( a w n )  
"2 o3 a a3 pdl~l)+--- Vl(y l ) l2 I+a '  C + r ~ f 1 ~ ( y l ) - S X ~ I ) - 3 ~ + ~  
-&(?il, 6 -7i j poh (y l )  T B  -- jo(y1) 4 3 hb1) I 
1 a2 a  ( - -B j l (~ l )  - u _ ~ ' ( y l )  i a P ~ - a  poJL(yl) fg 
L(a-a)' i 17 
z ~ ~ ( y ~ )  2 + a f o ~ ( y l ) ~ + ~ ~ l ( y l ) ~  0 , -g- [ z j l ( y l )  - 4~o~y I )po]+(a -  o)3{F2f2(il(y1) %6jl (yl)p,  - 2 w + q  2: j0(y1)  12-io(yl) Po]+ 
a -  7 2 1 1 
6 [3fL'(y1) -4p i fo i~ l )  -4pofo'(yl)]-8 (a-glirbl) -5 ( a - ~ ) ' h  ( a - r ) f i l ( y ~ -  (a-o)2gfLrfi'(~l) n ( 0 - u ~  + -
1 LflC!/l)12 1 (a-o151nia-cr) -------- 2 1 { 9 .h (~3 3 ~ ( ~ 1 ) ~ o )  f ( - T ~ ( y 3 - ~ 3  - [ J ~ - ~ f o ( y 3 ~ o + 9 f I ( ~ 1 ~ ] -  
1 4 0 1 $ { ; f o ' ' ( ~ ~ )  +g f l f  ( y l )  -3 i po j I f  (y1)  + p l J O ( y l ) l + ~  L ~ ~ ( Y ~ )  f z A ( ~ I )  -- 4 
Inccz - ri -%fi(yl)-$ r -' 
5 1 fi(Yl)_il(Yl) Po L I ~ ( Y I ) I  b l ) l+aX(Y l )qo+~  fo(yl)  -z 
~chere 
6 1 
A = g f l ( y l )  f r4 [ 3 f l f ( ~ l l  - P O ~ I ~ ~ ) ] + ~  [ $ f I f f  ( Y ~ ~ - P ~ ~ ~ ~  (y1l + ( q o - ~ l ) j l ( ~ l ) ]  
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EVALUATION OF f k ( d  
The functiorls f k C m ) ( y I ) ,  which appear repeatcdIy in the 
evaIuation of the integrals K,(c), H2(c), and so forth, are 
evaluated in terms of w,"") and TI";) as follows: 





Ak(") and B,'") are defined as  previously. 
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ORDER OF IIIAGXTUDE OF I31AGINARY PARTS OF ISTECRALS H A  
In the detailed stability calculations the contributions of 
the imaginary parts of the integrals &, 313, ATs, and so forth, 
to the function c(c) are considered to be negligible in com- 
parison ~ 5 t h  the contribution of the imaginary part of 
k; (c). A calculation of the orders of ma,onitude of I. P. H2(c), 
I. P. J i3 (e ) ,  and I. P. ,V3(e) from the general e-pressions 
giren in the preceding pages s h o ~ s  that this step is justzed, 
a t  least for the ralues of phase velocity e that appear in the 
stability calculations. 
For example, 
I.P. B2(e)  =T.P. E.11(~)=gA(~,')2fr(~t) 
where 
1 Z A=--- - , ,+o(e4))+ . . . 
3 T, ( ~ 1 )  
Therefore 
5i 2 I.P. H ~ C ) = - - ~ X ( Y J  
The contribution of I.P. H2(c) to ujcj is approximately equal 
c9 W ' c  [i m)] ,trhere ro='I.P.k;(c). TI Thequantityin 
the brackets is of the order of 0.03, at  most, in the caIcuIations 
of the present paper. (In the approximate calculations of 
RecTmi_ for Llach numbers very much greater than unity, c 
L becomes Iarge because c>l -- ; howerer, a! is small when JIo 
I 
c is not much greater than I-- and the results of the 310 
caIculations of Ro,, based on the a p p r o  s i m a t  ion  
m in 
2 ~ 1 ' ~  
c(c) =TI. F. Kl(c) are qualitatively correct (fig. 'i).) 
I 
From the expression for hT3(c>, 
I.P.AT3(c)- e2 I.P. Kl1(e) 
so that the contribution of I.P. ~?\i3(c) to v(e) is appro;ci- [2gy:12] The quantity iu brackets is of mately equal to q - - 
the order of 0.06 a t t h e  most. 
The imaginary part of513(cj is considerably smaller. In  fact, 
c I.P. J i ( e )  E g ~ l ~ ( w , , ) s  I.P. Kr(c) 
and the contribution of I-P. Sf3[c)  to u(c) is approximately [ 9 ~ ~ 2 ( ~ ~ / ) 1  1- The quantity io brackets is of the 
order of 0.001 at. maximum c. 
APPENDIX B 
CALCULATION OF MEAN-VELOCITY AKD BIEAN-TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION ACROSS BOUNDARY LAYER ANI) TIIE 
VELOCITY AND TEMPERATURE DERIVATIVES AT THE SOLID SURFACE 
The mean-velocity and mean-temperat~re profiles for the 
several representative cases of insulatecl and noninsuIated 
surfaces are calculated by a rapid approsinlate metllocl that 
gives the slope of the velocity profiles at the surface r i t h  a 
masimu~n error of about 4 percent in the extreme case, for 
which T,=0.'70 and i%fO=O.'iO. The surface values of the 
a ryes higher velocity deri~at~ives and the temperatsure cleriv t '  
required in the stability calcuIations are obtained directly 
from the equations of mean motion in terms of the calculated 
value of the slope of the velocit*y profile. The Prandtl 
number is talien us unity. 
MEAN VELOCITY-TEhLPCRATURE DISTRIBUTION ACROSS BOUNDARY 
LAYER 
I n  a seminar held a t  the California Institute of Tech- 
a lo logy in 1942, the present author has shown that a good 
first approxima tion to the mean velocity distribution across 
the boumdary layer is obtained by assuming that tlle vis- 
cosity mries linearly with the absolute temperature. With 
this assun~pt~ion, the velocity zu({) is the same function of 
# * the nondirnensional stream function {=y- as in the 2'"o"~*p 
Blasius case, and the corresponding distance from the 
7 
uo * /- is obtained by s simple quadrature surface ~ = y *   
,,xx* 
when U= 1. Actually, the approximation to({)  =wB({) is 
the first stage of an iteration process applied to the differ- 
erltial equations of mean motion in the laminar boundary 
Iayer, in which pcc TI-€ ( 6  is a small para~neter equal to 0.24 
for air), and w([)=wB({)$ ew1({) + 2wz([)+ . . . Calcu- 
Iation of wl({)  for TI= 1.50 and T1=2.00 for :lfO-+O sholi~ed 
that the iteration process is rapidly convergent; [lie con- 
tribution of the second term to the slope of the velocity 
profile a t  the  srirface is 5 percent for TI= 1.50 and 8 percent 
for T,=2.00. In the present ~alculat~ions the rl~axirnum 
error in the dope introduced by taking w({) =we({) is about 
4 percent in the extreme case. (See reference 15, in which 
the authors make use of a linear viscosity-temperature 
relation. See also reference 23.) 
That  w({) =wB(jl) for a linear tariation of ~iscosi ty with 
absolute temperature is seen directJy from the cquations of 
mean motion 111 the Iaminar boundary layer. The equation 






- v a = -  - Po *: ax*  
The streaal function #* and ttlc clistit~lcc alorlg Ll~c surface 
x* are selected as iltclepertclrrlt variables following the pro- 
cedure of TTon hlises, and t h ~  clynamic equnt.ion of mpan 
motion becorrles for zero prcssarc gradicknt 
Deiirie the nondimcnsio~lal stream function [ by the relation 
#* {=-- -- JYT x*. The dynamic ecluatiorl talius the fofloahg 
' i Since p= - T in the bourldry Iayer, if p= T, the ciynnrnic cquct- 
ti011 in this fornl is identical with thc squation fur tIic 
i so thernd Blnsius flo\ir ,  that is w({) =wB({) ,  or the valuc of 
the velocity ratio w is equal to the Blasius raluc a t  -- tltu sanlc 
- 
value of-J. The coqesponding value of T=y*l/$>, tlla 
nondimensionnl "distance" from the surface, is obttiinccl as 
follo1vs: 
-- 
If u=1, the energy and dynamic equntiolls hare a uriiquc 
integral and 
as shown by Crocco. Therefore, 
But  w({) = wB({) ,  and 
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The iniegra1slB7uBdqB and ~'U~,'dnB are giren in the f01- 
Ioxing table, and the mean-velocity and mean-temperature 
profiles can be calculated rapidly by this method. (The 
raluesof (g) are used in the approximate cnlculatiou of 






















since w(r) ='tcB({), 
With the approximation that p varies Linearly srith the 
absolute temperature, the dope of the r e l o c i t ~  profile at  the 




than the BIasius value and onIy 2 percent lot\-er a t  a Slach 
number of 2.0 (T,=l.Sl). For the noninsulnted surface, 
e t h  T1=0.2.j, the raIue of the skin-friction coeEcient a t  
M 0 = O  is only 'T percent greater than the Blasius t-alue and 
12 percent greater at s Mach number of 3.00. 
Since the shear stress a t  the surface is unchanged in &st 
approximation, the bounclav-layer momentum thiclness has - - -  
the same ~ a l u e  as for the Bfasius flop- 
The expression for the displacement thickness 6* gires a 
measure of the effect of the thermal conditions a t  the solid 
surface and the free-stream Mach number on the t l i c h e s s  
of the boundary layer. By dehit ion,  - - 
Fro= the relation betmeeu dT and dVB 
I* r) 
8 = [ [ (T-  1) + (1 --w,)] dqB 
Yg .r L [ l  
/ For the Blasius 3 om 
The "thickness" of the boundary layer b is giren by 
6 * 
and the form parameter H=- is 6 
i cALcLx.4TIos OF M E A x - v E L o c I T Y  A x D  M E A x - T E > l P E R d T c R E  
i DEREATZVES - 
Because of the sensi t idy of the stability characteristics 
The reliahiIitr of this approximation can be judged from the of the Iaminar boundary layer to the behavior of the quantity 
where b is the value of 71 at the "edge" of the boundary Iayer I 
(when IP reaches an arbitrarily prescribed d u e  dose to 
unity). It is seen that the shear stress at  the surface (or 
the skin friction) has the same d u e  as in the Blasius case 
~ = 2 . 5 0 ~ ; + ' & ~  2 
the 
c~alculations of the sG-friction coefficient in reference 24, 
in ~p-hich ~ C C P - ~ ~ .  From figure 2 of reference 24, the value 
of the slrin-friction coefficient for .m insulated surface a t  a 
31acl.1 number of 3.0 (T,=2.823) is only 12 percent I o ~ e r  
d dzo hy (p&-). the ralues of the required relocity and tempera- 
ture derivatires a t  the surface are calculated directly from 
the equations of mean motion, with p= Tm (m=0.76 for air). 
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dl Now -=['=bp.zo so that the dynamic equation is d?/ 
-b L w'= (Pw')'. Since [ ( O )  =['(0) =0, 2 
where T1'=wlf --il.902- (TI-1) , if u= 1 .  In  other words, [';I I 
the value of wl" is readily computed from the value of wl'. 
In general, w , ' ~ )  is determined from the relatior1 
where 
= b P(P-')W+ (p-  l ) p l ( ~ - 2 ) ~ l ' + .  . .  




(m,n)=m(m-l)(m-2) . . . (m-n) 
m=O.76 
(m, 1 )  =-0.1824- 
(m,  2)=0.226176 
(m, 3)= -0.SOGGS.I 
(m, 4 )  =1.641495 
(m,  5 )  =-6.959939 
TI" Ti'" pll"=6Tl' 7-6 - -- 
TI  T 1 Y L 2  
(Tm) 
P- - (m, 2)  -,- (T  ' I3  +3m(m-- 1) -- Tl'T," TI"' Each velocity derivative is deterrnirled from t l ~ e  linowlcdge 
TI  TI2  +m2; of all the preceding derivatives. 
APPENDIX C 
RAPID APPROXI,\.IATIOK TO THE FUKCTION (l-2X)c(c) AND THE JIINI3IUV CRITICAL REYNOLDS NUMBER 
I n  section 5,  a criterion x a s  de r i~ed  for the dependence of 
the minimum critical Re.i~noIds number Bg 011 the local 
Crmix 
distribution of mean relocity anct mean temperature across 
the boundary 1a.yer. It Fas  found that 
xhere 
. . -. 
 here c,, is the ralue of c for which (I-2X)o(c)=0.580 and / / \ 
The required ralues of m, (z)B7 and j- are obtained from 
the table in appendis B. 
The small correction to the dope X(c) is easdy calculated 
once the mean relocity profilehas been obtained (appendis3). 
Thus 
(Since the efTect of rariable viscosity on the mean-relocity 
profile is overestimated in this approximation, the values of 
Re (fig. 6(a)) calculated by this method are loxer than 
c F m f n  
I (bq,lI 
=-- 1 ! 
c i The q u a n t i t ~  (1 -2Xja(c) has been calculated as a function 
the raIues calculateJ for p= srhen heat is added to the 
fluid through the solid surface and higher r h e n  heat is 
~ t h c l r a ~ m  from the fluid.) 
For p= T, the dynamic equation (appendix Bj is 
-4 rapid method for the calcuIation of the function (1 -2X) c(c) 
and the minimum critical Re~nolcls number is dereloped by 
making use of the approximation that the viscasit~ ~ a r i e s  
linearly x i th  the absolute temperature (appendix B). 
-- - - 
and therefore 
of c for various d u e s  of TI at  Jlo=O, 0.70, 1.30, 1.50, 2.00, 
3.00, and 5.00, and the results of these caIculations are 
giren in the folloning table. The decisire stabilizing 
iduence  of nithdran-hg heat from the fluicI at supersonic 
telocities is illustrated in 6-e '7. 
But 
so that. 
T' a law 2 a 
G Z, ( T %  )=-[B+T($.] 
as 
APPENDIX D 
FROM EQUATIONS OF MEAN BlOTION BEHAVIOR OF - 
I n  order to determine the effect-of free-stream hfach 
number, thermal conditions a t  the solid surface, or 
free-stream pressure gradient on laminar stability, 
i t  is necessary to laon7 the relation between these 
physical parameters and the clistribution of the quantity 
dw 
p across the boundary layer. The value of 
solid surface is obtained ctirectlg from the dynamic equation 
(equations (74) and (79)). The value of $ (pg) ant the d!4 
surface, mhidl is aIso useful in the discussion of laminar sta- 
bility, is obtained from the dynamic and energy equat,ions 
as follows : 
Differentiating t t e  dynamic equation once yieIcIs the result 
At the soIid surface the rate of change of temperature 
- 
r F  
and the laate a t  which the work is done by pressure 
- 
- ap " 
gradient u* - bot k~ vanish, and tbe rate a t  which a fluid 
ax* 
element loses heat by conduct,ion equals t,he rate a t  which 
mechanical energy is transformed into beat by viscous 
dissipation. The energy equation becomes 
Utilizing the expression for 'wlJ1' and TI" gives 
( ~ l ' ) ~  
a (1  +m) (y- l)11lo2 -T,S 
where 
From this expression for [$ ($)Il the following con- 
clusions, which are utilized in the stability analysis, arc 
reached: 
d2 w 1  
vanishes, the qrinntity [dy2 -( -T ) ] ,  is st i~ 
positive. 
When the free-stream velocity is uniform, 
d2 W' 
>hat is, [@ (-,(T)] I is always posilive. 
 hen-the surf&e is insulated, 
d2 w' . 
and [@ (T)] ,  IS always posit i~e,  regardless of the pl-css~irr 
gradient. 
APPENDIX E 
CALCULATIOX O F  CRITICAL 3IdCH NUMBER FOR STABILIZATION OF L.4JIIXdR BOWDART LAYER 
For thermaI equilibrium the rate of heat conduction from 
the gas to the solid surface balances the rate a t  which heat 
is radiated from the surface. If the rate a t  which heat is 
~ithciran-n from the fluid reaches or exceeds a certain critical 
value a t  a given local supersonic Mach number, the laminar 
boundary-larer f l o ~  is stable a t  all Reynolds numbers. 
(See section 6B.i The purpose of the follosring brief calcu- 
Iation is to determine the equilibrium surface temperatures a t  
severaI Mach numbers and compare these temperatures m t h  
the critical temperatures for laminar stability. (See fig. 8.) 
TTIen the solid surface is in therma1 equilibrium, 
- 
L 'dT* L 
( ) x =  1 ) - d  (El) 
.. 1 L O  
where e is the emissitity, a is the Boltzmann constant, and 
the other symbols have already been dehed .  (See refer- 
ences 14 and 15.i Consider the case in v-hich the free stream 
is uniform and the temperature is constant along the surface. 
For a=I ,  
where stagnation temperature T, equals 1 + 1 ~ ~ l o 2 .  - 
- 
- 
0.332 l l so  (g) = 6 -\I= -if the approximation p= T is 
. Y  I ~ n *  X* Tl 
- - - 
employed. (See appendix B.) Since kI*=~,m*p,=~,A*T1: 
T'flierl the integrations in equation ( E l )  are carried out, the 
follotring relation is obtained for the determination of the 
equilibrium surface temperature: 
-\!R[T," 1) = (T*- TI) 
where 
The eqrrilibrium surface temperature under free-aght 
conditions is affected principa.lIy by the pariation in density 
- 
pO* ~ 5 t h  altitude h. The results of calculations carried out 
for dtitudes of 50,000 and 100,000 feet are given in the 
follo- table: 
In this table, 
where 
Q heat tvithclram from fluid per second per unit width of 
surface 
Cf skin-friction coefficient for one side of surface 
L length of surface 
T,* free-stream temperature 
- - 
k 7  heat-conduction coefficient of gas a t  free-stream tem- 
perature 




TO*=4OO0 F abs. 
;=-1.SO X 10-l3 Btu/se~jft ' / (~F abs.)" 
c, =7.73 BtublugJOF abs. 
- 
,~,,"=3.02 X lo-; slugs/ft-see 
- 
a,"= 980 ftjsee 
- 
p,*=3.61 X lo-' slugsjft3 a t  50,000 ft 
=3.31 X slugs/ftg a t  100,000 f t  
K= 3.35 X 10-%t 50,000 ft  
=3.66X10-3 a t  100,000 ft  
Since Ts-T,ew,,>T,--TIc, for M0-3 a t  50,000 feet 
altitude and for Jfo .=2 a t  100,000 feet altitude, the laminar 
boundary layer is completely stable under these conditions. 
I t  should be noted that under nind-tunnel-test conditions 
in ~hicL1 the model is stationary, these mdiation-conduction 
effects are absent, not only because of reradiation from 
the l-ralls of the x\-ind tunnel but also because the surface - -  
temperatures are lor-generdly of the order of room 
temperat~rre. 
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